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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS TO THE FREE-SURFACE
INCOMPRESSIBLE IDEAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
XUMIN GU AND YANJIN WANG
Abstract. We consider a free boundary problem for the incompressible ideal magnetohydro-
dynamic equations that describes the motion of the plasma in vacuum. The magnetic field is
tangent and the total pressure vanishes along the plasma-vacuum interface. Under the Taylor
sign condition of the total pressure on the free surface, we prove the local well-posedness of the
problem in Sobolev spaces.
1. Introduction
1.1. Eulerian formulation. In this paper we construct local solutions to the free boundary
problem for the incompressible ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations (MHD):
∂tu+ u · ∇u+∇
(
p+
1
2
|B|2) = B · ∇B in Ω(t),
div u = 0 in Ω(t),
∂tB + u · ∇B = B · ∇u in Ω(t),
divB = 0 in Ω(t).
(1.1)
In the equations (1.1), u is the velocity field, B is the magnetic field, and p is the pressure
function of the fluid which occupies the moving bounded domain Ω(t). We require the following
boundary conditions on the free surface Γ(t) := ∂Ω(t):
V (Γ(t)) = u · n on Γ(t) (1.2)
and
p+
1
2
|B|2 = 0, B · n = 0 on Γ(t). (1.3)
The equation (1.2) is called the kinematic boundary condition which states that the free surface
Γ(t) moves with the velocity of the fluid, where V (Γ(t)) denote the normal velocity of Γ(t) and
n denotes the outward unit normal of Γ(t). Finally, we impose the initial condition
(u,B) = (u0, B0) on Ω(0), and Ω(0) = Ω. (1.4)
The system (1.1)–(1.4) can be used to model the motion of the plasma in vacuum, which is
a special case of the classical plasma-vacuum interface problem [10]. In the general setting, the
plasma region Ω(t) is surrounded by the vacuum region Ωv(t), and the moving plasma-vacuum
interface Γ(t) = ∂Ω(t) does not intersect with the outer wall ∂Ωw, where Ωw = Ω(t)∪Γ(t)∪Ωv(t)
is a fixed domain. When the characteristic plasma velocity is very small compared to the speed
of sound, the motion of the plasma is governed by the incompressible ideal MHD in Ω(t), i.e.,
(1.1). In the vacuum region Ωv(t), we neglect the displacement current in the Maxwell equations
as usual in the non-relativistic MHD and assume the pre-Maxwell equations:{
curlB = 0, divB = 0 in Ωv(t),
curl E = −∂tB, div E = 0 in Ωv(t).
(1.5)
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In the equations (1.5), B and E denotes the magnetic and electric fields in vacuum, respectively.
The motion of the plasma is connected with the vacuum through the jump condition on the
interface Γ(t): ((
p+
1
2
|B|2)I −B ⊗B)n = (1
2
|B|2I − B ⊗ B
)
n on Γ(t) (1.6)
and
(B − B) · n = 0, (E − E)× n = −(u · n)(B −B) on Γ(t). (1.7)
Here E is the electric field of the plasma, i.e., E = −u×B. We also require the jump condition
on ∂Ωw:
(B − Bˆ) · ν = 0, (E − Eˆ)× ν = 0 on ∂Ωw. (1.8)
Here Bˆ and Eˆ denotes the magnetic and electric fields outside the wall ∂Ωw and ν is the outward
unit normal of ∂Ωw.
The well-posedness of the general plasma-vacuum interface problem is still an open question.
In this paper we restrict to a special case when Ωw is a bounded simply connected domain and
∂Ωw is a perfectly conducting wall and when the plasma is a perfect conductor [10]. In this
setting, we have the following boundary conditions
B · ν = 0, E × ν = 0, on ∂Ωw (1.9)
and
B · n = B · n = 0 on Γ(t). (1.10)
We thus find that B = 0 (and then E = 0) and hence the plasma-vacuum interface problem
reduces to the free boundary problem (1.1)–(1.4). However, even for this special case, up to our
knowledge, there does not exist complete well-posedness theory. Our purpose of this paper is
to establishing the local well-posedness for this problem.
1.2. Lagrangian reformulation. We transform the Eulerian problem (1.1)–(1.4) on the mov-
ing domain Ω(t) to be one on the fixed domain Ω by the use of Lagrangian coordinates. Let
η(x, t) ∈ Ω(t) denote the “position” of the fluid particle x at time t, i.e.,{
∂tη(x, t) = u(η(x, t), t), t > 0,
η(x, 0) = x.
(1.11)
We assume that η(·, t) is invertible and define the Lagrangian unknowns on Ω:
v(x, t) = u(η(x, t), t), b(x, t) = B(η(x, t), t) and q(x, t) = p(η(x, t), t) +
1
2
|b(x, t)|2. (1.12)
Then in Lagrangian coordinates, the problem (1.1)–(1.4) becomes the following:
∂tη = v in Ω,
∂tv +∇Aq = b · ∇Ab in Ω,
divA v = 0 in Ω,
∂tb = b · ∇Av in Ω,
divA b = 0 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ := ∂Ω,
b · n = 0 on Γ,
(η, v, b) |t=0= (Id, v0, b0).
(1.13)
Here the matrix A = A(η) := (∇η)−T , the differential operators ∇A := (∂A1 , ∂A2 , ∂A3 ) with
∂Ai = Aij∂j and divA g = Aij∂jgi. n = AN/ |AN |, where N is the outward unit normal of Γ.
Note that the kinematic boundary condition (1.2) is automatically satisfied by the first equation
in (1.13).
We shall find out the conserved quantities for the system (1.13). These quantities will help
us reformulate the system in a proper way, and the reformulation will be more suitable for our
construction of solutions. To begin with, we denote J = det(∇η), the Jacobian of the coordinate
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transformation. Then we have ∂tJ = 0, which implies J = 1. Next, applying AT to the fourth
equation in (1.13), we obtain
Aji∂tbj = AjibmAmℓ∂ℓvj = AjibmAmℓ∂t(∂ℓηj) = −∂tAjibmAmℓ∂ℓηj = −∂tAjibj, (1.14)
which implies that
∂t(AT b) = 0. (1.15)
Since η(x, 0) = x and A = (∇η)−T , we then have
b = b0 · ∇η. (1.16)
It can be directly verified that divA b = 0 in Ω and b ·n = 0 on Γ if div b0 = 0 in Ω and b0 ·N = 0
on Γ. That is, we must regard these two conditions as the restriction on the initial data.
Consequently, (1.16) motivates us to eliminate the magnetic field b from the system (1.13).
Indeed, we may rewrite the Lorentz force term:
b · ∇Ab = bjAjℓ∂ℓb = b0ℓ∂ℓ(b0m∂mη) := (b0 · ∇)2η. (1.17)
Then the system (1.13) can be reformulated equivalently as a free-surface incompressible Euler
system with a forcing term induced by the flow map:
∂tη = v in Ω,
∂tv +∇Aq = (b0 · ∇)2η in Ω,
divA v = 0 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ,
(η, v) |t=0= (Id, v0).
(1.18)
In the system (1.18), the initial magnetic field b0 can be regarded as a parameter vector that
satisfies
div b0 = 0 in Ω, and b0 ·N = 0 on Γ. (1.19)
Remark 1.1. It is possible to derive the a priori estimates for the original formulation (1.13),
however, as one will see, it is crucial for us to work with the equivalent reformulation (1.18),
which enables us to construct approximate solutions that are asymptotically consistent with the
a priori estimates.
1.3. Previous works. Free boundary problems in fluid mechanics have important physical
background and have been studied intensively in the mathematical community. There are a
huge amount of mathematical works, and we only mention briefly some of them below that are
closely related to the present work, that is, those of the incompressible Euler equations and the
related ideal MHD models.
For the incompressible Euler equations, the early works were focused on the irrotational
fluids, which began with the pioneering work of Nalimov [19] of the local well-posedness for the
small initial data and was generalized to the general initial data by the breakthrough of Wu
[28, 29] (see also Lannes [15]). For the irrotational inviscid fluids, certain dispersive effects can
be used to establish the global well-posedness for the small initial data; we refer to Wu [30, 31],
Germain, Masmoudi and Shatah [8, 9], Ionescu and Pusateri [13, 14] and Alazard and Delort
[1]. For the general incompressible Euler equations, the first local well-posedness in 3D was
obtained by Lindblad [16] for the case without surface tension (see Christodoulou and Lindblad
[4] for the a priori estimates) and by Coutand and Shkoller [6] for the case with (and without)
surface tension. We also refer to the results of Shatah and Zeng [22] and Zhang and Zhang [32].
Recently, the well-posedness in conormal Sobolev spaces can be found by the the inviscid limit
of the free-surface incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, see Masmoudi and Rousset [17] and
Wang and Xin [27].
The study of free boundary problems for the ideal MHD models seems far from being com-
plete; it attracts many research interests, but up to now only few well-posedness theory for the
nonlinear problem could be found. For the general plasma-vacuum interface model, the well-
posedness of the nonlinear compressible problem was recently proved in Secchi and Trakhinin
[21] by the Nash-Moser iteration based on the previous results on the linearized problem [26, 20].
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The well-posedness of the linearized incompressible problem was proved by Morando, Trakhinin
and Trebeschi [18], but so far no well-posedness for the nonlinear problem can be found in the
literature. For the problem (1.1)–(1.4), under the assumption that the strength of the magnetic
field is constant on the free surface Hao and Luo [12] proved the a priori estimates by adopting
a geometrical point of view [4], and this assumption was later removed by Hao [11]. Finally,
we also mention some works about the current-vortex sheet problem, which describes a velocity
and magnet field discontinuity in two ideal MHD flows. The nonlinear stability of compressible
current-vortex sheets was solved independently by Chen and Wang [3] and Trakinin [25] by us-
ing the Nash-Moser iteration. For incompressible current-vortex sheets, Coulombel, Morando,
Secchi and Trebeschi [5] proved an a priori estimate for the nonlinear problem under a strong
stability condition, and Sun, Wang and Zhang [23] solved the nonlinear stability very recently.
2. Main results
2.1. Statement of the result. To avoid the use of local coordinate charts necessary for arbi-
trary geometries, for simplicity, we assume that the initial domain is given by
Ω = T2 × (0, 1), (2.1)
where T2 denotes the 2-torus. This permits the use of one global Cartesian coordinate system.
The boundary of Ω is then given by the horizontally flat bottom and top:
Γ = T2 × ({0} ∪ {1}). (2.2)
We denote N by the outward unit normal vector of Γ:
N = e3 when x3 = 1, and N = −e3 when x3 = 0. (2.3)
Before stating our results of this paper, we may refer the readers to our notations and
conveniences in Section 3.1. As for the free-surface incompressible Euler equations, a Taylor sign
condition is needed to get the local well-posedness for (1.18). Given the data (v0, b0) ∈ H4(Ω)
with div v0 = div b0 = 0, we define the initial pressure function q0 as the solution to the elliptic
problem {
−∆q0 = ∂jv0i∂iv0j − ∂jb0i∂ib0j in Ω,
q0 = 0 on Γ.
(2.4)
Hence, we assume initially
−∇q0 ·N ≥ λ > 0 on Γ. (2.5)
We define the higher order energy functional
E(t) = ‖v‖24 + ‖η‖24 + ‖b0 · ∇η‖24 +
∣∣∂¯4η · n∣∣2
0
. (2.6)
Then the main result in this paper is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the initial data v0 ∈ H4(Ω) with div v0 = 0 and b0 ∈ H4(Ω)
satisfies (1.19) and that the Taylor sign condition (2.5) holds initially. Then there exists a
T0 > 0 and a unique solution (v, q, η) to (1.18) on the time interval [0, T0] which satisfies
sup
t∈[0,T0]
E(t) ≤ P
(
‖v0‖24 + ‖b0‖24
)
, (2.7)
where P is a generic polynomial.
2.2. Strategy of the proof. The strategy of proving the local well-posedness for the inviscid
free boundary problems consists of three main parts: the a priori estimates in certain energy
functional spaces, a suitable approximate problem which is asymptotically consistent with the
a priori estimates, and the construction of solutions to the approximate problem. Each part
can be highly nontrivial, especially the second part. Our approach of constructing solutions to
the incompressible MHD equations (1.18) is motivated by the one for the incompressible Euler
equations without surface tension; however, we will develop new ideas to overcome several new
difficulties caused by the presence of the magnetic field as illustrated below.
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In the usual derivation of the a priori tangential energy estimates of (1.18) in the H4 setting,
one deduces
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯4v∣∣2 + ∣∣∂¯4(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 + ∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)∂¯4ηjAj3q∂¯4viAi3
≈
∫
Ω
∂¯4∇η∂¯4η + ∂¯4∇η∂¯4q︸ ︷︷ ︸
RQ
+l.o.t., (2.8)
where l.o.t. denotes integrals consisting of lower-order terms. Since ∂tη = v, one has∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)∂¯4ηjAj3∂¯4viAi3 = 1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N) ∣∣∂¯4ηiAi3∣∣2
+
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aj3∂¯4ηjAim∂mvℓAℓ3∂¯4ηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
R˜Q
+l.o.t.. (2.9)
Under the Taylor sign condition, one gets that ∂¯4η ·n ∈ L2(Γ) which is 1/2 higher regular than v.
For the incompressible Euler equations, through a careful study of the vorticity equation, it can
be shown that curl η ∈ H4−1/2(Ω) which leads to η ∈ H4+1/2(Ω) (and hence q ∈ H4+1/2(Ω)),
and thus RQ and R˜Q can be controlled, which in turn closes the a priori estimates in the energy
functional of ‖v‖24 + ‖η‖24+1/2, see [6, 7]. However, for the incompressible MHD equations, we
cannot prove that curl η ∈ H4−1/2(Ω) due to the presence of the magnetic field. Indeed, in the
study of the vorticity equation, if one wishes to show curl η ∈ H4−1/2(Ω), then one needs to
estimate ‖b0 · ∇η‖24+1/2 which is out of control since one does not have ∂¯4(b0 · ∇η) · n ∈ L2(Γ)
unless b0 = 0 on Γ. As a consequence, we can only hope to close the a priori estimates in the
energy functional E(t) defined by (2.6). However, this yields a loss of derivatives in estimating
RQ and R˜Q. Our idea to overcome this difficulty is, motivated by [17, 27], to use Alinac’s good
unknowns V = ∂¯4v − ∂¯4η · ∇Av and Q = ∂¯4q − ∂¯4η · ∇Aq, which derives a crucial cancellation
observed by Alinhac [2], i.e., when considering the equations for V and Q, the terms RQ and
R˜Q disappear. This allows us to close the a priori estimates of (1.18) in E(t).
It should be noted that (2.9) relies heavily on the geometric transport-type structure of the
nonlinear problem, which is lost in the linearized problem (c.f. ∂¯4η stems from ∂¯4A) and then
causes losing derivatives on the boundary estimates in the construction of approximate solutions
by the linearization iteration [4, 16]. Indeed, the construction of a sequence of approximate
solutions which is asymptotically consistent with a priori estimates is usually highly nontrivial
for inviscid free boundary problems. For the incompressible Euler equations, the authors [6, 7]
introduced the horizontal convolution mollifier Λκ to construct the nonlinear κ-approximate
problem by approximating A = A(η) with Aκ = A(Λ2κη). Note that in this approximation the
type of estimates (2.9) is retained, recalling our use of good unknowns,∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)∂¯4Λ2κηjAκj3ViAκi3 =
1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N) ∣∣∂¯4ΛκηiAκi3∣∣2 (2.10)
+
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯4ΛκηjAκiα∂αΛ2κvℓAκℓ3∂¯4Λκηi
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯4Λ2κηjAκiα∂αvℓAκℓ3∂¯4Λ2κηi + l.o.t..
It should be pointed out that in the a priori estimates of the original problem (1.18) (i.e.,
κ = 0) the last two terms in (2.10) are cancelled out, while when κ > 0 we do not have the
cancellation. And for the incompressible MHD equations, neither of these two terms can be
controlled independently of κ. Our idea to overcome this difficulty is to approximate the flow
map as
∂tη = v + ψ
κ, (2.11)
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where ψκ is the modification term, which is defined by (4.3) and tends to zero as κ → 0. The
crucial point is that in the estimates of (2.10) we then get an additional term∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)∂¯4Λ2κηjAκj3∂¯4ψκi Aκi3, (2.12)
which eliminates those two troublesome terms, up to an error of l.o.t. terms. This can then finish
the tangential energy estimates. When doing the curl and divergence estimates, unfortunately,
we will encounter another difficulty due to the presence of the magnetic field. More precisely,
we will need to estimate
∥∥b0 · ∇Λ2κη∥∥4, which is out of control due to the commutator term∥∥[b0 · ∇,Λ2κ]η∥∥4. This term is bad since in general b03 only vanishes on Γ but may not vanish in
Ω. Our way to overcome this difficulty is to approximate A = A(η) in a slightly different way,
i.e., by Aκ = A(ηκ) where ηκ is the boundary smoother of η defined by (4.2). The advantage of
this approximation is that it allows the estimates of ‖b0 · ∇ηκ‖4 (see (4.9)) and preserves the
estimates (2.10) since ηκ = Λ2κη on Γ. This then finishes the curl and divergence estimates.
Finally, employing the Hodge-type elliptic estimates, we thus close κ-independent estimates for
the nonlinear κ-approximate problem (4.1).
What now remains in the proof of the local well-posedness of (1.18) is to constructing solutions
to the κ-approximate problem (4.1), which is more feasible than the original problem since it
avoids losing derivatives on the boundary estimates in the linearization iteration due to the
boundary smoothing effect for each fixed κ > 0. For the incompressible Euler equations [6, 7],
the existence of solutions to the smoothed approximate problem is obtained by using simple
transport-type arguments that rely on the pressure gaining one regularity for fixed κ > 0
so that one can define v by ∂tv = −∇Aκq in the linearization iteration. However, for the
incompressible MHD equations, we are not able to define v in such a way since we only have
a priori (b0 · ∇)2η ∈ H3(Ω). Our idea to overcome this difficulty is to smooth (b0 · ∇)2η in a
proper way. We find that the right choice for us is to further approximate the flow map as
∂tη − ε(b0 · ∇)2η = v + ψκ. (2.13)
For fixed ε > 0, we have a priori (b0 · ∇)2η ∈ L2(0, T ;H4(Ω)), which is just sufficient for us
to define v by ∂tv = −∇A˜q + (b0 · ∇)2η. We find that it will be a bit more convenient to
employ this ε-approximation in the linearization. Hence, our construction of solutions to the
nonlinear κ-approximate problem (4.1) is as follows. We introduce the linearized κ-approximate
problem (5.1) and employ the second level of approximation by considering the linearized ε-κ-
approximate problem (5.3). We first show the existence of solutions to (5.3) for each ε > 0 (κ > 0
is fixed!) by a somewhat standard argument. Then we derive the ε-independent estimates, in a
similar way as that for (4.1), so as to pass to the limit as ε→ 0 to show the existence of solutions
to (5.1). Then by the linearization iteration and a contraction argument, we produce solutions
to the nonlinear κ-approximate problem (4.1). Consequently, the construction of solutions to
the incompressible MHD equations (1.18) is completed.
3. Preliminary
3.1. Notation. Einstein’s summation convention is used throughout the paper, and repeated
Latin indices i, j, etc., are summed from 1 to 3, and repeated Greek indices α, β, etc., are
summed from 1 to 2. We will use the Levi-Civita symbol
εijℓ =

1, even permutation of {1, 2, 3},
−1, odd permutation of {1, 2, 3},
0, otherwise.
We work with the usual Lp and Sobolev spaces Wm,p and Hm =Wm,2 on both the domain Ω
and the boundary Γ. For notational simplifications, we denote the norms of these spaces defined
on Ω by ‖·‖Lp , ‖·‖Wm,p and ‖·‖m, and the norms of these spaces defined on Γ by |·|Lp , |·|Wm,p
and |·|m. We also use ‖·‖Lp
T
Hm to denote the norm of the space L
p([0, T ];Hm(Ω)).
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We use D to denote the spatial derives, ∂¯ to denote the tangential derivatives, ∆ to denote
the Laplacian on Ω and ∆∗ to denote the Laplacian on Γ. We also use
∫
Ω f ,
∫
Γ f as the integrals
abbreviation of
∫
Ω f dx,
∫
Γ f dx∗, with x∗ = (x1, x2).
We use C to denote generic constants, which only depends on the domain Ω and the boundary
Γ, and use f . g to denote f ≤ Cg. We use P to denote a generic polynomial function of its
arguments, and the polynomial coefficients are generic constants C.
3.2. Product and commutator estimates. We recall the following product and commutator
estimates.
Lemma 3.1. It holds that
(i) For |α| = k ≥ 0,
‖Dα(gh)‖0 . ‖g‖k ‖h‖[ k
2
]+2 + ‖g‖[ k
2
]+2 ‖h‖k . (3.1)
(ii) For |α| = k ≥ 1, we define the commutator
[Dα, g]h = Dα(gh) − gDαh. (3.2)
Then we have
‖[Dα, g]h‖0 . ‖Dg‖k−1 ‖h‖[ k−1
2
]+2 + ‖Dg‖[ k−1
2
]+2 ‖h‖k−1 , (3.3)
|[Dα, g]h|0 . |Dg|k−1 |h|[ k−1
2
]+ 3
2
+ |Dg|[ k−1
2
]+ 3
2
|h|k−1 . (3.4)
(iii) For |α| = k ≥ 2, we define the symmetric commutator
[Dα, g, h] = Dα(gh) −Dαgh− gDαh. (3.5)
Then we have
‖[Dα, g, h]‖0 . ‖Dg‖k−2 ‖Dh‖[ k−2
2
]+2 + ‖Dg‖[ k−2
2
]+2 ‖Dh‖k−2 . (3.6)
Proof. The proof of these estimates is standard; we first use the Leibniz formula to expand
these terms as sums of products and then control the L2 norm of each product with the lower
order derivative term in L∞ ⊂ H2 (or L∞ ⊂ H3/2) and the higher order derivative term in L2.
See for instance Lemma A.1 of [27]. 
We will also use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. It holds that
|gh|1/2 . |g|W 1,∞ |h|1/2 . (3.7)
Proof. It is direct to check that |gh|s . |g|W 1,∞ |h|s for s = 0, 1. Then the estimate (3.7) follows
by the interpolation. 
3.3. Hodge decomposition elliptic estimates. Our derivation of high order energy esti-
mates is based on the following Hodge-type elliptic estimates.
Lemma 3.3. Let s ≥ 1, then it holds that
‖ω‖s . ‖ω‖0 + ‖curlω‖s−1 + ‖divω‖s−1 +
∣∣∂¯ω ·N ∣∣
s−3/2
. (3.8)
Proof. The estimates are well-known and follow from the identity −∆ω = curl curlω−∇ div ω.
We refer the reader to Section 5.9 of [24]. 
3.4. Normal trace estimates. For our use of the above Hodge-type elliptic estimates, we also
need the following normal trace estimates.
Lemma 3.4. It holds that ∣∣∂¯ω ·N ∣∣
−1/2
.
∥∥∂¯ω∥∥
0
+ ‖divω‖0 (3.9)
Proof. Let φ be a scalar function in H1/2(Γ), and let φ˜ ∈ H1(Ω) be a bounded extension. Then∫
Γ
∂¯ω ·Nφ =
∫
Ω
div(∂¯ωφ˜) =
∫
Ω
∂¯ω∇φ˜−
∫
Ω
divω∂¯φ˜ .
(∥∥∂¯ω∥∥
0
+ ‖divω‖0
) |φ|1/2. (3.10)
The estimate (3.9) then follows. 
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3.5. Horizontal convolution-by-layers and commutation estimates. As [6, 7], we will
use the operation of horizontal convolution-by-layers which is defined as follows. Let 0 ≤
ρ(x∗) ∈ C∞0 (R2) be a standard mollifier such that spt(ρ) = B(0, 1) and
∫
R2
ρ dx∗ = 1, with
corresponding dilated function ρκ(x∗) =
1
κ2
ρ(x∗κ ), κ > 0. We then define
Λκg(x∗, x3) =
∫
R2
ρκ(x∗ − y∗)g(y∗, x3) dy∗. (3.11)
By standard properties of convolution, the following estimates hold:
|Λκh|s . |h|s , s ≥ 0, (3.12)∣∣∂¯Λκh∣∣0 . 1κs |h|s , 0 ≤ s ≤ 1. (3.13)
The following commutator estimates play an important role in the boundary estimates.
Lemma 3.5. For κ > 0, we define the commutator
[Λκ, h] g ≡ Λκ(hg) − hΛκg. (3.14)
Then we have
|[Λκ, h]g|0 . |h|L∞ |g|0, (3.15)∣∣[Λκ, h]∂¯g∣∣0 . |h|W 1,∞ |g|0, (3.16)∣∣[Λκ, h]∂¯g∣∣1/2 . |h|W 1,∞ |g|1/2 . (3.17)
Proof. The first estimate follows from the definition (3.11). The estimate (3.16) can be found
in Lemma 5.1 of [7]. To prove the last estimate, we note that
∂¯([Λκ, h]∂¯g) = ∂¯
(
Λκ(h∂¯g) − hΛκ∂¯g
)
= Λκ(∂¯h∂¯g) + Λκ(h∂¯
2g)− ∂¯hΛκ∂¯g − hΛκ∂¯2g = [Λκ, ∂¯h]∂¯g + [Λκ, h]∂¯2g. (3.18)
Then by (3.15) and (3.16), we have∣∣∂¯([Λκ, h]∂¯g)∣∣0 ≤ ∣∣[Λκ, ∂¯h]∂¯g∣∣0 + ∣∣[Λκ, h]∂¯2g∣∣0
. |∂¯h|L∞
∣∣∂¯g∣∣
0
+ |h|W 1,∞
∣∣∂¯g∣∣
0
. |h|W 1,∞ |g|1 . (3.19)
Consequently, the estimate (3.17) follows from (3.16) and (3.19) by the interpolation. 
3.6. Geometric identities. We recall some useful identities which can be checked directly.
For a nonsingular matrix F , we have the following identities for differentiating its determinant
J and A = F−T :
∂J =
∂J
∂Fij ∂Fij = JAij∂Fij , (3.20)
∂Aij = −Aiℓ∂FmℓAmj , (3.21)
where ∂ can be D, ∂¯ and ∂t operators. Moreover, we have the Piola identity
∂j (JAij) = 0. (3.22)
4. Nonlinear κ-approximate problem
Our goal of this section is to introduce our approximation of (1.18) and then derive the
uniform estimates for the approximate solutions.
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4.1. The nonlinear approximate κ-problem. For κ > 0, we consider the following sequence
of approximate problems: 
∂tη = v + ψ
κ in Ω,
∂tv +∇Aκq = (b0 · ∇)2η in Ω,
divAκ v = 0 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ,
(η, v) |t=0= (Id, v0).
(4.1)
Here the matrix Aκ = A(ηκ) (and Jκ, etc.) with ηκ the boundary smoother of η defined as the
solution to the following elliptic equation{
−∆ηκ = −∆η in Ω,
ηκ = Λ2κη on Γ.
(4.2)
In the first equation of (4.1) we have introduced the modification term ψκ = ψκ(η, v) as the
solution to the following elliptic equation{−∆ψκ = 0 in Ω,
ψκ = ∆−1∗ P
(
∆∗ηjAκjα∂αΛ2κv −∆∗Λ2κηjAκjα∂αv
)
on Γ,
(4.3)
where Pf = f − ∫
T2
f and ∆−1∗ is the standard inverse of the Laplacian ∆∗ on T
2.
Remark 4.1. Note that the modification term ψκ → 0 as κ→ 0. The introduction of ψκ is to
eliminate two troublesome terms arising in the tangential energy estimates, which combinedly
vanish as κ→ 0 but are out of control when κ > 0.
Remark 4.2. Note that our definition of ηκ is different from Λ2κη used in [6, 7], it only smooths
η on the boundary Γ but not smooths horizontally in the interior Ω. Though, it is sufficient to
restore the nonlinear symmetric structure on the boundary in the tangential energy estimates
since our ηκ still equals to Λ2κη on Γ. On the other hand, our definition of η
κ enables us to have
the control of ‖b0 · ∇ηκ‖4 which arises in the curl and divergence estimates, while
∥∥b0 · ∇Λ2κη∥∥4
is out of control due to the bad commutator term
∥∥[b0 · ∇,Λ2κ]η∥∥4 since generally b03 6= 0 and
the commutator estimates (3.16) and (3.17) only work in tangential directions.
4.2. κ-independent energy estimates. For each κ > 0, we will show in Section 5 that there
exists a time Tκ > 0 depending on the initial data and κ > 0 such that there is a unique solution
(v, q, η) = (v(κ), q(κ), η(κ)) to (4.1) on the time interval [0, Tκ]. For notational simplification,
we will not explicitly write the dependence of the solution on κ. The purpose of this section
is to derive the κ-independent estimates of the solutions to (4.1), which enables us to consider
the limit of this sequence of solutions as κ→ 0.
We take the time Tκ > 0 sufficiently small so that for t ∈ [0, Tκ],
−∇q(t) ·N ≥ λ
2
on Γ, (4.4)
|Jκ(t)− 1| ≤ 1
8
and
∣∣Aκij(t)− δij∣∣ ≤ 18 in Ω. (4.5)
We define the high order energy functional:
Eκ = ‖v‖24 + ‖η‖24 + ‖b0 · ∇η‖24 +
∣∣∂¯4ΛκηiAκi3∣∣20 . (4.6)
We will prove that Eκ remains bounded on a time interval independent of κ, which is stated as
the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a time T1 independent of κ such that
sup
[0,T1]
Eκ(t) ≤ 2M0, (4.7)
where M0 = P (‖v0‖24 + ‖b0‖24).
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4.2.1. Preliminary estimates of ηκ and ψκ. We begin our estimates with the boundary smoother
ηκ defined by (4.2) and the modification term ψκ defined by (4.3).
Lemma 4.4. The following estimates hold:
‖ηκ‖4 . ‖η‖4 , (4.8)
‖b0 · ∇ηκ‖24 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖b0‖4 , ‖b0 · ∇η‖4), (4.9)
‖∂tηκ‖4 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖4), (4.10)
‖ψκ‖4 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3), (4.11)
‖b0 · ∇ψκ‖4 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖4 , ‖b0 · ∇η‖4), (4.12)
‖∂tψκ‖4 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖4 , ‖∂tv‖3). (4.13)
Proof. First, the standard elliptic regularity theory on the problem (4.2), the trace theorem and
the estimate (3.12) yield
‖ηκ‖4 . ‖∆η‖2 +
∣∣Λ2κη∣∣7/2 . ‖η‖4 + |η|7/2 . ‖η‖4 ,
which implies (4.8). To prove (4.9), we apply b0 · ∇ to (4.2) to find that, since b0 ·N = 0 on Γ,{
−∆(b0 · ∇ηκ) = −∆(b0 · ∇η)− [b0 · ∇,∆]η + [b0 · ∇,∆]ηκ in Ω,
b0 · ∇ηκ = b0 · ∇Λ2κη on Γ.
We then have, since H2 is a multiplicative algebra and by (4.8),
‖b0 · ∇ηκ‖4 . ‖−∆(b0 · ∇η)− [b0 · ∇,∆]η + [b0 · ∇,∆]ηκ‖2 +
∣∣b0 · ∇Λ2κη∣∣7/2
. ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 + ‖b0‖4 (‖η‖4 + ‖ηκ‖4) +
∣∣Λ2κ(b0 · ∇η)∣∣7/2 + ∣∣[b0 · ∇,Λ2κ]η∣∣7/2
. ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 + ‖b0‖4 ‖η‖4 + |b0 · ∇η|7/2 + |b0|7/2 |η|7/2
. ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 + ‖b0‖4 ‖η‖4 .
Here we have used the estimates (3.17) to estimate∣∣[b0 · ∇,Λ2κ]η∣∣7/2 ≤ ∣∣[Λ2κ, b0α]∂αη∣∣1/2 + ∣∣[Λ2κ, b0α]∂α∂¯3η∣∣1/2 + ∣∣[∂¯3, [Λ2κ, b0α]∂α] η∣∣1/2
. |b0|W 1,∞ |η|7/2 + |b0|7/2 |η|7/2 . |b0|7/2 |η|7/2 .
This proves (4.9).
We now turn to prove (4.11). By the boundary condition in (4.3) and the elliptic theory, we
obtain, using the identity (3.21), the a priori assumption (4.5) and the estimates (4.8),
|ψκ|7/2 .
∣∣∣∆∗ηjAκjα∂αΛ2κv −∆∗Λ2κηjAκjα∂αv∣∣∣
3/2
.
∥∥∥∆∗ηjAκjα∂αΛ2κv −∆∗Λ2κηjAκjα∂αv∥∥∥
2
. ‖η‖4 ‖Aκ‖2 ‖v‖3 ≤ P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3).
This proves (4.11) by using further the elliptic theory and the trace theorem.
Finally, the estimate (4.10) can be obtained similarly as (4.8) by applying ∂t to (4.2) and
then using the equation ∂tη = v + ψ
κ and the estimate (4.11). The estimates (4.12) and (4.13)
could be achieved similarly as (4.9) and (4.10) by applying b0 · ∇ and ∂t to (4.3) and using the
estimates (4.8)–(4.11). This concludes the lemma. 
4.2.2. Transport estimates of η. The transport estimate of η is recorded as follows.
Proposition 4.5. For t ∈ [0, T ] with T ≤ Tκ, it holds that
‖η(t)‖24 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.14)
Proof. It follows by using ∂tη = v + ψ
κ and the estimate (4.11). 
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4.2.3. Pressure estimate. In the estimates in the later sections, one needs to estimate the pres-
sure q. For this, applying Jκ divAκ to the second equation in (4.1), by the third equation and
the Piloa indentity (3.22), one gets
− div(E∇q) = G := G1 + b0 · ∇G2, (4.15)
where the matrix E = Jκ(Aκ)TAκ and the function G is given by
G1i = J
κ∂tAκij∂jvi +
[
JκAκij∂j , b0 · ∇
]
b0 · ∇ηi, (4.16)
G2i = J
κAκij∂j(b0 · ∇ηi). (4.17)
Note that by (4.5) the matrix E is symmetric and positive.
We shall now prove the estimate for the pressure q.
Proposition 4.6. The following estimate holds:
‖q‖24 + ‖∂tq‖23 ≤ P (Eκ) . (4.18)
Proof. Multiplying (4.15) by q and then integrating by parts over Ω, since q = 0 and b0 satisfies
(1.19), one obtains ∫
Ω
E∇q · ∇q =
∫
Ω
G1q −
∫
Ω
G2b0 · ∇q. (4.19)
Then we have
‖∇q‖20 . ‖b0‖4
(∥∥G1∥∥
0
+
∥∥G2∥∥
0
) ‖q‖1 ≤ 12 ‖q‖21 + C (∥∥G1∥∥20 + ∥∥G2∥∥20) ‖b0‖24 . (4.20)
By the Poincare´ inequality ‖q‖21 . ‖∇q‖20, one can get
‖q‖21 . ‖b0‖24 (
∥∥G1∥∥2
0
+
∥∥G2∥∥2
0
)
≤ P (‖b0‖24 , ‖Dv‖20 , ‖D∂tηκ‖20 , ‖D(b0 · ∇η)‖20 , ‖Dηκ‖20 , ‖JκAκ‖2L∞) ≤ P (Eκ) .
(4.21)
Next, applying ∂¯ℓ with ℓ = 1, 2, 3 to the equation (4.15) leads to
− div(E∇∂¯ℓq) = ∂¯ℓG1 + b0 · ∇∂¯ℓG2 +
[
∂¯ℓ, b0 · ∇
]
G2 + div
[
∂¯ℓ, E∇
]
q. (4.22)
Then as for (4.21), we obtain∥∥∥∂¯ℓq∥∥∥2
1
.
∥∥∥∂¯ℓG1∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∥∂¯ℓG2∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥[∂¯α, b0 · ∇]G2∥∥20 + ∥∥[∂¯α, E∇] q∥∥20 . (4.23)
We then estimate the right hand side of (4.23). By the estimates (4.8)–(4.10), we may estimate∥∥∥∂¯ℓG1∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∥b0 · ∇∂¯ℓG2∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∥[∂¯ℓ, b0 · ∇]G2∥∥∥2
0
≤ P
(∥∥∥∂¯ℓ∂tηκ∥∥∥
1
,
∥∥∥∂¯ℓv∥∥∥
1
,
∥∥∥∂¯ℓηκ∥∥∥
1
,
∥∥∥∂¯ℓ(b0 · ∇ηκ)∥∥∥
1
,
∥∥∥∂¯ℓ(b0 · ∇η)∥∥∥
1
, ‖b0‖4 , ‖ηκ‖4
)
≤ P (Eκ) .
(4.24)
For the last commutator term, by the Ho¨lder inequality, we estimate for each ℓ = 1, 2, 3,∥∥[∂¯, E∇]q∥∥
0
.
∥∥∂¯E∥∥
L∞
‖∇q‖0 . ‖E‖3 ‖∇q‖0 , (4.25)∥∥[∂¯2, E∇]q∥∥
0
.
∥∥∂¯E∥∥
L∞
∥∥∂¯∇q∥∥
0
+
∥∥∂¯2E∥∥
L3
‖∇q‖L6 . ‖E‖3 ‖∇q‖1 , (4.26)∥∥[∂¯3, E∇]q∥∥
0
.
∥∥∂¯E∥∥
L∞
∥∥∂¯2∇q∥∥
0
+
∥∥∂¯2E∥∥
L3
‖∇q‖L6 +
∥∥∂¯3E∥∥
0
‖∇q‖L∞ . ‖E‖3 ‖∇q‖2 .
(4.27)
By (3.21), (4.5) and (4.8) imply ‖E‖3 ≤ P (‖η‖4), plugging the estimates (4.24)–(4.27) into
(4.23), we obtain ∥∥∥∂¯ℓq∥∥∥2
1
≤ P (Eκ)
(
1 + ‖∇q‖2ℓ−1
)
. (4.28)
On the other hand, the equation (4.15) gives
∂33q =
1
E33
G− ∑
i+j 6=6
∂i(Eij∂jq)− ∂3E3j∂jq
 . (4.29)
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This implies that we can estimate the normal derivatives of q in terms of those q terms with
less normal derivatives. Hence, using the equation (4.29) and the estimates (4.21) and (4.28),
inductively on ℓ, we obtain
‖q‖24 ≤ P (Eκ) . (4.30)
We now estimate ∂tq. Applying ∂t to the equation (4.15) leads to
− div(E∇∂tq) = ∂tG1 + b0 · ∇∂tG2 + div(∂tE∇q). (4.31)
By arguing similarly as for (4.30), we can obtain
‖∂tq‖23 ≤ P (Eκ) . (4.32)
Here we have used the estimates (4.8)–(4.13) and noted that by using the second equation in
(4.1) and the estimates (4.30):
‖∂tv‖23 =
∥∥−∇Aκq + (b0 · ∇)2η∥∥23 ≤ P (Eκ) . (4.33)
Consequently, the estimates (4.30) and (4.32) give (4.18). 
4.2.4. Tangential energy estimates. We start with the basic L2 energy estimates.
Proposition 4.7. For t ∈ [0, T ] with T ≤ Tκ, it holds that
‖v(t)‖20 + ‖(b0 · ∇η)(t)‖20 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.34)
Proof. Taking the L2(Ω) inner product of the second equation in (4.1) with v yields
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|v|2 +
∫
Ω
∇Aκq · v −
∫
Ω
(b0 · ∇)2η · v = 0. (4.35)
By the integration by parts and using the third equation and the boundary condition q = 0 on
Γ, using the pressure estimates (4.18), we have
−
∫
Ω
∇Aκq · v =
∫
Ω
∂jAijqvi ≤ ‖DAκ‖L∞ ‖v‖0 ‖q‖0 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.36)
Since b0 satisfies (1.19), by the integration by parts and using ∂tη = v + ψ
κ, we obtain
−
∫
Ω
(b0 · ∇)2η · v =
∫
Ω
b0 · ∇ηib0 · ∇vi
=
∫
Ω
b0 · ∇ηib0 · ∇∂tηi dx−
∫
Ω
b0 · ∇ηib0 · ∇ψκi
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|b0 · ∇η|2 dx−
∫
Ω
b0 · ∇ηib0 · ∇ψκi
(4.37)
Then (4.35)–(4.37) implies, using the estimates (4.11),
d
dt
∫
Ω
|v|2 + |b0 · ∇η|2 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.38)
Integrating directly in time of the above yields (4.34). 
In order to perform higher order tangential energy estimates, one needs to compute the
equations satisfied by (∂¯4v, ∂¯4q, ∂¯4η), which requires to commutate ∂¯4 with each term of ∂A
κ
i .
It is thus useful to establish the following general expressions and estimates for commutators. It
turns out that it is a bit more convenient to consider the equivalent differential operator ∂¯2∆∗
so that we can employ the structure of ∆∗ψ
κ on Γ. For i = 1, 2, 3, we have
∂¯2∆∗(∂
Aκ
i f) = ∂
Aκ
i ∂¯
2∆∗f + ∂¯
2∆∗Aκij∂jf +
[
∂¯2∆∗,Aκij , ∂jf
]
. (4.39)
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By the identity (3.21), we have that
∂¯2∆∗(Aκij∂jf) = −∂¯∆∗(Aκiℓ∂¯∂ℓηκmAκmj)∂jf
= −Aκiℓ∂ℓ∂¯2∆∗ηκmAκmj∂jf −
[
∂¯∆∗,AκiℓAκmj
]
∂¯∂ℓη
κ
m∂jf
= −∂Aκi (∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκf) + ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκ(∂A
κ
i f)−
[
∂¯∆∗,AκiℓAκmj
]
∂¯∂ℓη
κ
m∂jf.
(4.40)
It then holds that
∂¯2∆∗(∂
Aκ
i f) = ∂
Aκ
i
(
∂¯2∆∗f − ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκf
)
+ Ci(f). (4.41)
where the commutator Ci(f) is given by
Ci(f) =
[
∂¯2∆∗,Aκij , ∂jf
]− ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκ(∂Aκi f) + [∂¯∆∗,AκiℓAκmj] ∂¯∂ℓηκm∂jf (4.42)
It was first observed by Alinhac [2] that the highest order term of η will be cancelled when one
uses the good unknown ∂¯2∆∗f − ∂¯2∆∗ηκ ·∇Aκf , which allows one to perform high order energy
estimates.
The following lemma deals with the estimates of the commutator Ci(f).
Lemma 4.8. The following estimate holds:
‖Ci(f)‖0 ≤ P (‖η‖4) ‖f‖4 . (4.43)
Proof. First, by the commutator estimates (3.6) and the estimates (4.8), we have∥∥[∂¯2∆∗,Aκij , ∂jf ]∥∥0 . ‖Aκ‖3 ‖Df‖3 ≤ P (‖η‖4) ‖f‖4 . (4.44)
Next, by the estimates (4.8) again, we get∥∥∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκ(∂Aκi f)∥∥0 ≤ ∥∥∂¯4ηκ∥∥0 ∥∥∇Aκ(∂Aκi f)∥∥L∞ ≤ P (‖η‖4) ‖f‖4 . (4.45)
Finally, by the commutator estimates (3.3) and the estimates (4.8), we obtain∥∥[∂¯∆∗,AκiℓAκmj] ∂¯∂ℓηκm∂jf∥∥0 ≤ ∥∥[∂¯∆∗,AκiℓAκmj] ∂¯∂ℓηκm∥∥0 ‖Df‖L∞ ≤ P (‖η‖4) ‖f‖3 . (4.46)
Consequently, the estimate (4.43) follows by collecting (4.44)–(4.46). 
We now introduce the good unknowns
V = ∂¯2∆∗v − ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκv, Q = ∂¯2∆∗q − ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκq. (4.47)
Applying ∂¯2∆∗ to the second and third equations in (4.1), by (4.41), one gets
Vt +∇AκQ− (b0 · ∇)
(
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)
)
= F := ∂t
(
∂¯2∆∗η
κ · ∇Aκv
)− Ci(q) + [∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇] b0 · ∇η in Ω, (4.48)
and
∇Aκ · V = −Ci(vi) in Ω. (4.49)
Note that q = 0 on Γ implies,
Q = −∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηiAκi3∂3q on Γ. (4.50)
We shall now derive the ∂¯4-energy estimates.
Proposition 4.9. For t ∈ [0, T ] with T ≤ Tκ, it holds that∥∥∂¯4v(t)∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∂¯4(b0 · ∇η)(t)∥∥20 + ∣∣∂¯4ΛκηiAκi3(t)∣∣20 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.51)
Proof. Taking the L2(Ω) inner product of (4.48) with V yields
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
|V|2 +
∫
Ω
∇AκQ · V +
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)b0 · ∇Vi =
∫
Ω
F · V. (4.52)
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By the estimates (4.8), (4.10), (4.43), (4.33) and (4.18), by the definition of V, we have∫
Ω
F · V ≤ (∥∥∂t(∂¯4ηκ · ∇Aκv)∥∥0 + ‖Ci(q)‖0 + ∥∥[∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇]b0 · ∇η∥∥0) ‖V‖0
≤ (P (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖4 , ‖∂tv‖3) + P (‖η‖4) ‖q‖4 + ‖b0‖4 ‖b0 · ∇η‖4)P (‖ηκ‖4 , ‖v‖4)
≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.53)
We now estimate the second and third terms on the left hand side of (4.52). By the definition
of V and recalling that v = ∂tη − ψκ, we have that for the third term∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)b0 · ∇Vi
=
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)b0 · ∇
(
∂¯2∆∗vi − ∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκvi
)
=
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)
(
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇vi)− [∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇]vi − b0 · ∇(∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκvi)
)
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2
−
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)
(
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ψκi ) + [∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇]vi + b0 · ∇(∂¯2∆∗ηκ · ∇Aκvi)
)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 − ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 P (‖b0 · ∇ψκ‖4 , ‖b0‖4 , ‖v‖4 , ‖ηκ‖4 , ‖b0 · ∇ηκ‖4)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 − P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.54)
Here we have used the commutator estimates (3.3), the estimates (4.8), (4.9) and (4.12).
Now for the second term, by the integration by parts and using the equation (4.49) and the
boundary condition (4.50), we obtain∫
Ω
∇AκQ · V =
∫
Γ
QAκiℓNℓVi −
∫
Ω
Q∇Aκ · V −
∫
Ω
∂ℓ(Aκiℓ)QVi
= −
∫
Γ
∂3q∂¯
2∆∗(Λ
2
κηj)Aκj3AκiℓNℓVi +
∫
Ω
QCi(vi)− ∂ℓ(Aκiℓ)QVi︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
.
(4.55)
By the definition of Q and V and the estimates (4.18), (4.43) and (4.8), we have
R . ‖Q‖0 (‖Ci(vi)‖0 + ‖DAκ‖L∞ ‖V‖0)
≤ P (‖ηκ‖4 , ‖q‖4) (P (‖η‖4) ‖v‖4 + ‖DAκ‖L∞ P (‖ηκ‖4 , ‖v‖4))
≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.56)
By the definition of V, since ηκ = Λ2κη on Γ and v = ∂tη − ψκ, we have
−
∫
Γ
∂3q∂¯
2∆∗Λ
2
κηjAκj3AκiℓNℓVi
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3Vi
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3(∂¯2∆∗vi − ∂¯2∆∗Λ2κη · ∇Aκvi)
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3
(
∂¯2∆∗∂tηi − ∂¯2∆∗ψκi − ∂¯2∆∗Λ2κη · ∇Aκvi
)
.
(4.57)
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Note that∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗∂tηi
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκ∂tηi +
∫
Γ
∂¯2∆∗Λκηj
[
Λκ,−∇q ·NAκj3Aκi3
]
∂¯2∆∗∂tηi
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)
∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2 + 12
∫
Γ
∂t(∇q ·N)
∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∂tAκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi +
∫
Γ
∂¯2∆∗Λκηj
[
Λκ,−∇q ·NAκj3Aκi3
]
∂¯2∆∗∂tηi.
(4.58)
Therefore, we obtain
−
∫
Γ
∂3q∂¯
2∆∗Λ
2
κηjAκj3AκiℓNℓVi
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)
∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2 + 12
∫
Γ
∂t(∇q ·N)
∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∂tAκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
+
∫
Γ
∂¯2∆∗Λκηj
[
Λκ,−∇q ·NAκj3Aκi3
]
∂¯2∆∗∂tηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κη · ∇Aκvi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗ψκi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5
.
(4.59)
We now estimate I1–I5. By the estimates (4.18), we deduce
I1 . |∂3∂tq|L∞
∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2 . ‖∂tq‖3 ∣∣Aκi3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣2 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.60)
By the identity (3.21), we have
I2 =
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκiℓ∂ℓ∂tηκmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκi3∂3∂tηκmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2a
+
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκiα∂α∂tΛ2κηmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi. (4.61)
As usual, we obtain
I2a .
∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∣∣20 |∂3q∂3∂tηκmAκm3|L∞ ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.62)
On the other hand, using ∂tη = v + ψ
κ we have∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκiα∂α∂tΛ2κηmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi
=
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκiα∂αΛ2κvmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2b
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+
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκiα∂αΛ2κψκmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λκηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2c
(4.63)
To estimate I2c, the difficulty is that one can not have an κ-independent control of
∣∣∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣0.
Our observation is that since ψκ → 0 as κ→ 0, this motives us to deduce the following estimates:∣∣∂¯ψκ∣∣
L∞
≤ √κP (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3). (4.64)
Indeed, we can rewrite the boundary condition in (4.3) as
ψκ = ∆−1∗ Pf
κ, fκ := ∆∗(ηj − Λ2κηj)Aκjα∂αΛ2κv −∆∗Λ2κηjAκjα∂α(v − Λ2κv). (4.65)
By using Morrey’s inequality and the Sobolev embeddings and the trace theorem,
|g − Λκg|L∞ .
√
κ
∣∣∂¯g∣∣
L4
.
√
κ |g|3/2 .
√
κ ‖g‖2 , (4.66)
we obtain
|fκ|L∞ .
∣∣Aκjα∂αΛ2κv∣∣L∞ ∣∣∆∗η − Λ2κ∆∗η∣∣L∞ + ∣∣∣∆∗Λ2κηjAκjα∣∣∣L∞ ∣∣∂αv − Λ2κ∂αv∣∣L∞
.
√
κP (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3).
(4.67)
Then by the elliptic estimate and the Sobolev embeddings, we deduce∣∣∂¯ψκ∣∣
L∞
.
∣∣∂¯ψκ∣∣
W 1,4
. |fκ|L4 . |fκ|L∞ .
√
κP (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3), (4.68)
which proves (4.64). Hence, by (4.64) together with (3.13), we have
I2c . |∂3qAκm3Aκiα|L∞
∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∣∣0 ∣∣∂¯2∆∗Λκηi∣∣0 ∣∣∂αΛ2κψκm∣∣L∞
. |∂3qAκm3Aκiα|L∞
∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∣∣0 1√κ |η|7/2√κP (‖η‖4 , ‖v‖3)
≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.69)
Note that the term I2b is out of control by an κ-independent bound alone.
For I3, by the commutator estimates (3.17), (3.7), (4.18), (4.8) and (4.11), we obtain
I3 ≤
∣∣∂¯2∆∗Λκηj∣∣−1/2 ∣∣[Λκ, (−∇q ·N)Aκj3Aκi3] ∂¯(∂¯∆∗∂tηi)∣∣1/2
.
∣∣∂¯∆∗Λκηj∣∣1/2 ∣∣∂3qAκj3Aκi3∣∣W 1,∞ ∣∣∂¯∆∗∂tη∣∣1/2
. ‖η‖4
∥∥∂3qAκj3Aκi3∥∥3 ‖v + ψκ‖4 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.70)
To control I4, similarly as (4.61), we write
I4 =
∫
Γ
(∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηiAκi3∂3vm︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4a
+
∫
Γ
(∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκiα∂αvmAκm3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηi︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4b
. (4.71)
By the commutator estimates (3.16), we have∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηj∣∣0 . ∣∣[Λκ,Aκj3]∂¯(∂¯∆∗Λκηj)∣∣0 + ∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗(Λκηj)∣∣0
. |Aκ|W 1,∞
∣∣∂¯∆∗Λκηj∣∣0 + ∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗(Λκηj)∣∣0 . (4.72)
Then we obtain
I4a .
(∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηj∣∣20 + |Aκ|2W 1,∞ ‖η‖24) |∂3qAκm3∂3vm|L∞ ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.73)
Note that the term I4b is also out of control by an κ-independent bound alone.
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Now we take care of I2b and I4b. Notice that I2b and I4b are cancelled out in the limit κ→ 0,
however, it is certainly not the case when κ > 0. This is most involved thing in the tangential
energy estimates. Note also that we can not use the commutator estimate to interchange the
position of the mollifier operator Λκ in each of two terms since
∣∣∂¯2∆∗η∣∣L∞ is out of control.
The key point here is to use the term I5, by the definition of the modification term ψκ, to kill
out both I2b and I4b; this is exactly the reason that we have introduced ψκ. By the boundary
condition in (4.3), we deduce
I5 =
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2
(
∆∗ηmAκmα∂αΛ2κvi −∆∗Λ2κηmAκmα∂αvi
)
=
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗ηmAκmα∂αΛ2κvi
+
∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N)Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηmAκmα∂αvi︸ ︷︷ ︸
−I4b
+
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3
([
∂¯2,Aκmα∂αΛ2κvi
]
∆∗ηm −
[
∂¯2,Aκmα∂αvi
]
∆∗Λ
2
κηm
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5a
(4.74)
By doing estimates as usual and using (4.72) again, we have
I5a . |∂3qAκi3|L∞(Ω)
∣∣Aκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηj∣∣0 ∣∣([∂¯2,Aκmα∂αΛ2κvi]∆∗ηm − [∂¯2,Aκmα∂αvi]∆∗Λ2κηm)∣∣0
≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.75)
We rewrite the first term as∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗Λ2κηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗ηmAκmα∂αΛ2κvi
=
∫
Γ
∇q ·NAκj3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηjAκi3∂¯2∆∗ΛκηmAκmα∂αΛ2κvi︸ ︷︷ ︸
−I2b
+
∫
Γ
∂¯2∆∗Λκηj
[
Λκ,∇q ·NAκj3Aκi3Aκmα∂αΛ2κvi
]
∂¯2∆∗ηm︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5b
. (4.76)
By arguing similarly as (4.70) for I3, we have
I5b ≤ ‖η‖4
∥∥∂3qAκj3Aκi3Aκmα∂αΛ2κvi∥∥3 ‖η‖4 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.77)
Now combining (4.61), (4.63), (4.71), (4.74) and (4.76), and using the estimates (4.62), (4.69),
(4.73), (4.75) and (4.77), we deduce
I2 + I4 + I5 = I2a + I2c + I4a + I5a + I5b ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.78)
Finally, combining (4.54), (4.55) and (4.59), and using the estimates (4.53), (4.56), (4.70)
and (4.78), we obtain
d
dt
(∫
Ω
|V|2 + ∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 + ∫
Γ
(−∇q ·N) ∣∣∂¯2∆∗ΛκηiAκi3∣∣2) ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.79)
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Integrating (4.79) directly in time, by the a priori assumption (4.4), we have
‖V(t)‖20 +
∥∥∂¯4(b0 · ∇η)(t)∥∥20 + ∣∣∂¯2∆∗ΛκηiAκi3(t)∣∣20 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.80)
By the definition of V, using (4.80) and (4.14), using the fundamental theorem of calculous, we
get ∥∥∂¯4v(t)∥∥2
0
.
∥∥∂¯2∆∗v(t)∥∥20 . ‖V(t)‖20 + ∥∥∂¯2∆∗η∥∥20 ∥∥Aκjℓ∂ℓv∥∥2L∞
≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.81)
We thus conclude the proposition. 
4.2.5. Curl and divergence estimates. In view of the Hodge-type elliptic estimates, we can con-
trol one vector’s all derivatives just by its curl, divergence and normal trace. Thus, we now
derive the curl and divergence estimates. We begin with the curl estimates.
Proposition 4.10. For t ∈ [0, T ] with T ≤ Tκ, it holds that
‖curl v(t)‖23 + ‖curl(b0 · ∇η)(t)‖23 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.82)
Proof. By taking the curlAκ of the second equation in (4.1), we have that
curlAκ ∂tv = curlAκ
(
(b0 · ∇)2η
)
, (4.83)
where (curlAκ g)i = εijℓAκjm∂mgℓ. It follows that
∂t(curlAκ v)i − b0 · ∇ (curlAκ (b0 · ∇η))i = ([curlAκ , b0 · ∇] (b0 · ∇η))i + εijℓ∂tAκjm∂mvℓ. (4.84)
Apply further D3 to (4.84) to get
∂t(D
3 curlAκ v)i − b0 · ∇
(
D3 curlAκ (b0 · ∇η)
)
i
= Fi, (4.85)
with
Fi := [D
3, b0 · ∇](curlAκ(b0 · ∇η)) +D3
(
([curlAκ , b0 · ∇] (b0 · ∇η))i + εijℓ∂tAκjm∂mvℓ
)
. (4.86)
Taking the L2 inner product of (4.85) with D3 curlAκ v, by the integration by parts, we get
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D3 curlAκ v∣∣2 + ∫
Ω
D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η) ·D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1
(4.87)
=
∫
Ω
F ·D3 curlAκ v︸ ︷︷ ︸
J2
+
∫
Ω
D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η) ·
[
D3 curlAκ , b0 · ∇
]
v︸ ︷︷ ︸
J3
.
Since v = ∂tη − ψκ, we have
J1 =1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2− ∫
Ω
D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η) ·D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇ψκ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1a
− 1
2
∫
Ω
D3(curlAκ(b0 · ∇η))i ·D3(εijℓ∂tAκjm∂m(b0 · ∇ηℓ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1b
.
(4.88)
By the estimates (4.12) and (4.8), we obtain
J1a . ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 ‖Aκ‖23 ‖b0 · ∇ψκ‖4 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.89)
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By the identity (3.21) and the estimates (4.10) and (4.11), we have
J1b . ‖Aκ‖3 ‖D(b0 · ∇η)‖3 ‖∂tAκ‖3 ‖D(b0 · ∇η)‖3 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.90)
Hence, we obtain
J1 ≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 − P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.91)
We now turn to estimate the right hand side of (4.87). By the estimates (4.8)–(4.10) and the
identity (3.21), we may have
J2 ≤ ‖F‖0 ‖curlAκ v‖3 ≤ P (‖b0‖4 , ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 , ‖Dv‖3 , ‖b0 · ∇Aκ‖3 , ‖Aκ‖3)
≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
(4.92)
Similarly,
J3 .
∥∥D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η)∥∥0 ∥∥[D3 curlAκ , b0 · ∇]v∥∥0
≤ P (‖b0‖4 , ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 , ‖Dv‖3 , ‖b0 · ∇Aκ‖3 , ‖Aκ‖3) ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.93)
Consequently, plugging the estimates (4.91)–(4.93) into (4.87), we obtain
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D3 curlAκ v∣∣2 + ∣∣D3 curlAκ(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 ≤ P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.94)
Integrating (4.94) directly in time, and applying the fundamental theorem of calculous,
‖curl f(t)‖3 ≤ ‖curlAκ f(t)‖3 +
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
∂tAκdτDf(t)
∥∥∥∥
3
, (4.95)
we then conclude the proposition. 
We now derive the divergence estimates.
Proposition 4.11. For t ∈ [0, T ] with T ≤ Tκ, it holds that
‖div v(t)‖23 + ‖div(b0 · ∇η)(t)‖23 ≤ TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.96)
Proof. From divAκ v = 0, we see that
div v = −
∫ t
0
∂tAκij dτ∂jvi. (4.97)
Hence, it is clear that by the identity (3.21) and the estimates (4.8) and (4.10),
‖div v(t)‖23 ≤ TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.98)
From divAκ v = 0 again, we have
divAκ(b0 · ∇v) = [divAκ , b0 · ∇]v.
This together with the equation v = ∂tη − ψκ, we have
∂t (divAκ (b0 · ∇η)) = divAκ (b0 · ∇ψκ) + [divAκ , b0 · ∇]v + ∂tAκiℓ∂ℓ (b0 · ∇ηi) . (4.99)
This implies that, by doing the D3 energy estimate and using the estimates (4.8)–(4.12) and
the identity (3.21),
‖divAκ (b0 · ∇η)‖23 ≤ TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.100)
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And then applying the fundamental theorem of calculous, and
‖div f(t)‖3 ≤ ‖divAκ f(t)‖3 +
∥∥∥∥∫ t
0
∂tAκdτDf(t)
∥∥∥∥
3
, (4.101)
we arrive at
‖div(b0 · ∇η)‖23 ≤ TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.102)
Consequently, we conclude the proposition by the estimates (4.98) and (4.102). 
4.2.6. Synthesis. We now collect the estimates derived previously to conclude our estimates and
also verify the a priori assumptions (4.4) and (4.5). That is, we shall now present the
Proof of Theorem 4.3. It follows from the normal trace estimates (3.9) that∣∣∂¯4v ·N ∣∣
−1/2
.
∥∥∂¯4v∥∥
0
+
∥∥div ∂¯3v∥∥
0
. (4.103)
Combining this and the estimates (4.34), (4.51), (4.82) and (4.96), by using the Hodge-type
elliptic estimates (3.8) of Lemma 3.3, we obtain
‖v‖24 . ‖v‖20 + ‖div v‖23 + ‖curl v‖23 +
∣∣∂¯v ·N ∣∣2
5/2
≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.104)
Similarly, we have
‖b0 · ∇η‖24 ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
. (4.105)
By these two estimates and (4.14), (4.51), we finally get that
sup
[0,T ]
Eκ(t) ≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eκ(t)
)
.
This provides us with a time of existence T1 independent of κ and an estimate on [0, T1] inde-
pendent of κ of the type:
sup
[0,T1]
Eκ(t) ≤ 2M0. (4.106)
Since by (2.5), −∇q0 ·N ≥ λ on Γ, Aκ(0) = I and Jκ(0) = 1, the bound (4.7) and (4.18) verify
in turn the a priori bounds (4.4) and (4.5) by the fundamental theorem of calculous with taking
T1 smaller if necessary. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is thus completed. 
5. Construction of solutions to nonlinear κ-approximate problem
Throughout this section, we fix 0 < κ < 1. Our goal of this section is to construct solutions
to the nonlinear κ-approximate problem (4.1) on a time interval [0, Tκ] for some Tκ > 0.
5.1. The linearized κ-approximate problem. Given ψ and A˜κ = A(η˜κ) (and J˜κ, etc.) with
η˜κ determined by the given η˜ through (4.2). We consider the following linearized κ-approximate
problem 
∂tη = v + ψ in Ω,
∂tv +∇A˜κq = (b0 · ∇)2η in Ω,
divA˜κ v = 0 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ,
(η, v) |t=0= (Id, v0).
(5.1)
We assume T > 0 and that η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜, ψ, b0 · ∇ψ ∈ L∞(0, T ;H4(Ω)), η˜ |t=0= Id and that∣∣∣J˜κ(t)− 1∣∣∣ ≤ 1
8
and
∣∣∣A˜κij(t)− δij∣∣∣ ≤ 18 in Ω. (5.2)
It is simple to see (5.1) as two coupled linear problems: a transport problem for η with v
given, and a linear forced Euler problem for (v, q) with η given. This perspective works well
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for the incompressible Euler equations [6, 7], however, in the presence of the magnetic field
the regularity demand of the term (b0 · ∇)2η is one order regularity higher than what can be
recovered from the transport equation for η, given the target regularity for v. Our way of
getting around this difficulty is to recover a solution to (5.1) as a limit as ε→ 0 of the following
regularized linear ε-κ-approximate problem:
∂tη − ε(b0 · ∇)2η = v + ψ in Ω,
∂tv +∇A˜κq = (b0 · ∇)2η in Ω,
divA˜κ v = 0 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ,
(η, v) |t=0= (Id, v0).
(5.3)
Here 0 < ε < 1 is the artificial viscosity coefficient. By adding this artificial viscosity term, the
regularity of (b0 ·∇)2η obtaining from the first equation of (5.3) is just sufficient for solving the
linear forced Euler problem for (v, q). It is important that since b0 ·N = 0 on Γ, we do not need
to impose boundary conditions for η and thus there is no boundary layer appearing as ε→ 0.
We first construct solutions to the linear ε-κ-approximate problem (5.3) by using a fixed
point argument which is based on the solvability of three linear problems, i.e., (5.4), (5.10) and
(5.12). Then, we derive an ε-independent estimates of the solutions, which allows us to pass to
the limit as ε → 0 to produce the solution to the linear κ-approximate problem (5.1). Finally,
the existence of a unique solution to (5.1) is recorded in Theorem 5.4.
We write the dependence of constants and polynomials on κ and ε as Cκ, Cε, Pκ, Pε, etc.
5.1.1. Three linear problems. The first linear problem is the following linear degenerate para-
bolic problem of η with given f1:{
∂tη − ε(b0 · ∇)2η = f1 in Ω,
η|t=0 = η0.
(5.4)
Proposition 5.1. Given f1 ∈ L2(0, T ;H4(Ω)) and suppose that η0, b0 ·∇η0 ∈ H4(Ω). Then the
problem (5.4) admits a unique solution η that achieves the initial data η0 and satisfies
‖η(t)‖4 + ε ‖b0 · ∇η(t)‖24 + ε2
∫ t
0
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥24 dτ . ‖η0‖4 + ε ‖b0 · ∇η0‖24 + ∫ t
0
∥∥f1∥∥2
4
dτ. (5.5)
Proof. The solvability of (5.4) is classical; one may first prove the existence of weak solutions
by using the Galerkin method, and then improve the regularity of weak solutions by employing
the standard arguments of using the difference quotients. We omit such a procedure and only
focus on the derivation of the estimate (5.5).
We apply D4 to the equation (5.4) to find that
∂t(D
4η)− εb0 · ∇D4(b0 · ∇η) = ε
[
D4, b0 · ∇
]
(b0 · ∇η) +D4f1. (5.6)
Taking the L2(Ω) inner product of (5.6) with D4η, by the integration by parts, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D4η∣∣2 + ε∫
Ω
∣∣D4(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2
=
∫
Ω
εD4(b0 · ∇ηi)
[
D4, b0 · ∇
]
ηi + ε
[
D4, b0 · ∇
]
(b0 · ∇ηi)D4ηi +D4f1 ·D4η
. ε ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 ‖b0‖4 ‖η‖4 +
(
ε ‖b0‖4 ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 +
∥∥f1∥∥
4
) ‖η‖4
.
(
ε ‖b0‖4 ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 +
∥∥f1∥∥
4
) ‖η‖4 .
(5.7)
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While taking the L2(Ω) inner product of (5.6) with D4∂tη yields∫
Ω
∣∣D4∂tη∣∣2 + ε
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣D4(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2
=
∫
Ω
εD4(b0 · ∇ηi)
[
D4, b0 · ∇
]
∂tηi + ε
[
D4, b0 · ∇
]
(b0 · ∇ηi)D4∂tηi +D4f1 ·D4∂tη
.
(
ε ‖b0‖4 ‖b0 · ∇η‖4 +
∥∥f1∥∥
4
) ‖∂tη‖4 .
(5.8)
These two imply, by using Cauchy’s inequality and the equation (5.4),
d
dt
(
‖η‖24 + ε ‖b0 · ∇η‖24
)
+ ε ‖b0 · ∇η‖24 + ε2
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥24 . ‖b0‖24 ‖η‖24 + ∥∥f1∥∥24 . (5.9)
An application of the Gronwall lemma of (5.9) yields the estimate (5.5). 
The second linear problem is the simple transport problem of v with given f2:{
∂tv = f
2 in Ω,
v|t=0 = v0.
(5.10)
Proposition 5.2. Given f2 ∈ L1(0, T ;H4(Ω)) and suppose that v0 ∈ H4(Ω). Then the problem
(5.10) admits a unique solution v that achieves the initial data v0 and satisfies
‖v(t)‖4 ≤ ‖v0‖4 +
∫ t
0
∥∥f2∥∥
4
dτ. (5.11)
Proof. The proof is trivial by integrating (5.10) in time directly. 
The last linear problem is the most substantial elliptic problem of q with given f3:{
−A˜κij∂j(A˜κiℓ∂ℓq) = f3 in Ω,
q = 0 on Γ.
(5.12)
Proposition 5.3. Given f3 ∈ H3(Ω). Then the problem (5.12) admits a unique solution q that
satisfies ∥∥∇A˜κq∥∥4 ≤ κ−4P (‖η˜‖4)∥∥f3∥∥3 . (5.13)
Proof. The solvability of (5.12) is standard; the point lies in the estimate (5.13) is that it only
involves ‖η˜‖4 rather than ‖η˜‖5 for fixed κ > 0.
We will prove (5.13) by following an argument in Theorem 7.2 of [7]. For this, we define
p = q ◦ (η˜κ)−1, h = f3 ◦ (η˜κ)−1. Then we have{
−∆p = h in η˜κ(Ω, t),
p = 0 on η˜κ(Γ, t).
(5.14)
Let Φ˜ be the harmonic extension of ηκ |Γ onto Ω, which inherits the smoothness of ηκ on Γ.
Indeed, for s ≥ r > 1/2, by the estimates (3.13), it holds that
‖Φ˜‖s . |η˜κ|s−1/2 . κ−(s−r) |η˜κ|r−1/2 . κ−(s−r) ‖η˜‖r . (5.15)
We then define Q = p ◦ Φ˜ and denote B˜ = (∇Φ˜)−T . Then we have{
−B˜ij∂j(B˜iℓ∂ℓQ) = h ◦ Φ˜ in Ω,
Q = 0 on Γ.
(5.16)
The standard elliptic estimates shows that, by (5.15),
‖Q‖5 ≤ P (‖Φ˜‖5)‖h ◦ Φ˜‖3 ≤ P (‖Φ˜‖5) ‖h‖3 ≤ κ−4P (‖η˜‖1) ‖h‖3 . (5.17)
Since p = Q ◦ Φ˜−1,
‖∇p ◦ η˜κ‖4 . ‖∇p‖4 ‖η˜κ‖4 ≤ P (‖Φ˜‖5) ‖∇Q‖4 ‖η˜κ‖4 ≤ κ−4P (‖η˜‖4) ‖h‖3 . (5.18)
This implies (5.13) by the chain rule. 
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5.1.2. Solvability of (5.3). We employ a fixed point argument in order to produce a solution to
the linear ε-κ-approximate problem (5.3).
For 0 < T < 1 and M > 0, we define the metric space in which to work:
X(M,T ) =
{
(w, π, ζ) | w, ζ, b0 · ∇ζ ∈ C([0, T ];H4(Ω)) satisfy that (w, ζ) |t=0= (v0, Id)
and ‖(w, ζ, b0 · ∇ζ)‖L∞
T
H4 +
∥∥((b0 · ∇)2ζ,∇A˜κπ)∥∥L2
T
H4
≤M.
} (5.19)
Note that X(M,T ) is a Banach space. We then define a mapping M : X(M,T ) → X(M,T ) as
M(w, π, ζ) = (v, q, η), where η, v and q are determined as follows. Given (w, π, ζ) ∈ X(M,T ),
we first define η as the solution to (5.4) with f1 = w + ψ and the initial data η0 = Id, and v
as the solution to (5.10) with f2 = −∇A˜κπ + (b0 · ∇)2ζ and the initial data v0. Moreover, the
estimates (5.5) implies
‖(η, b0 · ∇η)‖2L∞
T
H4 +
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥2L2
T
H4
≤ Cε
(
‖b0‖4 + ‖w‖2L2
T
H4 + ‖ψ‖2L2
T
H4
)
≤ Cε
(
‖b0‖4 + ‖ψ‖2L2
T
H4 + TM
2
)
,
(5.20)
and the estimates (5.11) implies
‖v‖2L∞
T
H4 . ‖v0‖24 +
(∥∥∇A˜κπ∥∥L1
T
H4
+
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2ζ∥∥L1
T
H4
)2
. ‖v0‖24 + TM2. (5.21)
We now define q as the solution to (5.12) with f3 = ∂tA˜iℓ∂ℓvi + A˜κiℓ∂ℓ
(
(b0 · ∇)2ηi
)
, where v and
η are the functions constructed in the above. Moreover, the estimates (5.13) implies, by the
bounds (5.20) and (5.21),∥∥∇A˜κq∥∥2L2
T
H4
≤
∫ t
0
κ−8P (‖η˜‖4)
∥∥∥∂tA˜κiℓ∂ℓvi + A˜κiℓ∂ℓ((b0 · ∇)2ηi)∥∥∥2
3
dτ
≤
∫ t
0
κ−8P (‖η˜‖4 , ‖∂tη˜‖4)
(
‖v‖24 +
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥24) dτ
≤ Pε,κ
(
‖b0‖4 , ‖v0‖4 , ‖(η˜, ∂tη˜, ψ)‖2L∞
T
H4
)
+CεTM
2.
(5.22)
Hence, if M is taken to be sufficiently large with respect to b0, v0, η˜, ψ and ε, κ and then 0 <
T < 1 is taken to be sufficiently small (depending on M and ε), then (v, q, η) ∈ X(M,T ). This
implies that the mapping M : X(M,T )→ X(M,T ) is well-defined.
We shall now show that the mapping M has a fixed point in the space X(M,T ) by proving
the contraction. Let (wi, πi, ζ i) ∈ X(M,T ) and (vi, qi, ηi) = M(wi, πi, ζ i) ∈ X(M,T ), i = 1, 2.
Then we find that η¯ = η1 − η2 solves (5.4) with f1 = w1 − w2 and the initial data η¯0 = 0,
v¯ = v1 − v2 solves (5.10) with f2 = −∇A˜κ(π1 − π2) + (b0 · ∇)2(ζ1 − ζ2) and the initial data
v¯0 = 0, and q¯ = q
1 − q2 solves (5.12) with f3 = ∂tA˜iℓ∂ℓv¯i + A˜κiℓ∂ℓ
(
(b0 · ∇)2η¯i
)
. Moreover, we
have the following estimates:
‖(η¯, b0 · ∇η¯)‖2L∞
T
H4 +
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η¯∥∥2L2
T
H4
≤ Cε
∥∥w1 − w2∥∥2
L2
T
H4
≤ CεT
∥∥w1 − w2∥∥2
L∞
T
H4
, (5.23)
‖v¯‖2L∞
T
H4 ≤ T
∥∥(∇A˜κ(π1 − π2), (b0 · ∇)2(ζ1 − ζ2))∥∥2L2
T
H4
(5.24)
and, by (5.23) and (5.24),∥∥∇A˜κ q¯∥∥2L2
T
H4
≤
∫ t
0
κ−8P (‖η˜‖4 , ‖∂tη˜‖4)
(
‖v¯‖24 +
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η¯∥∥24) dτ
≤ Pε,κ
(
‖b0‖4 , ‖v0‖4 , ‖(η˜, ∂tη˜)‖2L∞
T
H4
)
× T
(∥∥w1 − w2∥∥2
L∞
T
H4
+
∥∥(∇A˜κ(π1 − π2), (b0 · ∇)2(ζ1 − ζ2))∥∥2L2
T
H4
)
.
(5.25)
We then see that if we further restrict T smaller in terms of b0, v0, η˜ and ε, κ, we then have that
the mapping M : X(M,T ) → X(M,T ) is a contraction and therefore admits a unique fixed
point M(v, q, η) = (v, q, η).
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Finally, we must verify that the unique fixed point (v, q, η) is a solution to (5.3), and the
remaining thing is to recover the third equation of (5.3). For this, taking divA˜κ to the second
equation of (5.3), and then using the elliptic problem of q, we find that ∂t
(
divA˜κ v
)
= 0. Then
the conclusion follows by requiring the initial condition div v0 = 0.
5.1.3. ε-independent estimates of (5.3). For each ε > 0, by Section 5.1.2, there exists a time
Tε = Tε(b0, v0, η˜, ψ, κ) > 0 such that there is a unique solution (v, q, η) = (v(ε), q(ε), η(ε)) to
(5.3) on [0, Tε]. For notational simplifications, we will not explicitly write the dependence of
the solution on ε. The purpose of this section is to derive the ε-independent estimates of the
solutions to (5.3), which enables us to consider the limit of this sequence of solutions as ε→ 0.
We define the high order energy functional
Eε(t) := ‖v(t)‖24 + ‖η(t)‖24 + ‖b0 · ∇η(t)‖24 + ε
∫ t
0
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥24 dτ. (5.26)
We claim that there exists a time Tκ = Tκ(b0, v0, η˜, ψ) > 0 such that
sup
t∈[0,Tκ]
Eε(t) ≤ 2M0. (5.27)
Proof of the claim (5.27). We divide our proof into several steps.
Step 1: estimates of η. Employing the estimates (5.5) with f1 = v + ψ and η0 = Id, we have
‖η(t)‖24 + ε2
∫ t
0
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥24 dτ . P (‖b0‖4) + ∫ t
0
(‖v‖24 + ‖ψ‖24) dτ
≤M0 + TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t)
)
+ T ‖ψ‖2L∞
T
H4 .
(5.28)
Step 2: estimates of q. Repeating the arguments in Proposition 4.6, we may deduce that
‖q‖24 ≤ P
(
‖(η, b0 · ∇η, v, η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜)‖24
)
. (5.29)
Step 3: tangential energy estimates. We use again Alinac’s good unknowns
V˜ := ∂¯2∆∗v − ∂¯2∆∗η˜κ · ∇A˜κv, Q˜ := ∂¯2∆∗q − ∂¯2∆∗η˜κ · ∇A˜κq. (5.30)
As in Section 4.2.4, we deduce
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∣V˜∣∣∣2+∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 ·∇ηi)b0 ·∇V˜i =
∫
Γ
∂3q∂¯
2∆∗(Λ
2
κη˜j)A˜κj3A˜κiℓNℓV˜i−R˜+
∫
Ω
F˜ · V˜. (5.31)
Here F˜ represents the F in (4.48) and R˜ represents the R in (4.55), with η replacing with η˜.
We make use of the estimates (3.13) to avoid the loss of derivatives on the boundary Γ for fixed
κ > 0, by the definition of V˜ and (5.29), to deduce∫
Γ
∂3q∂¯
2∆∗(Λ
2
κη˜j)A˜κj3A˜κiℓNℓV˜i .
∣∣∣∂3qA˜κj3A˜κiℓNℓ∣∣∣
W 1,∞
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(Λ2κη˜j)∣∣1/2 ∣∣∣V˜i∣∣∣−1/2
.
∣∣∣DqA˜κA˜κ∣∣∣
W 1,∞
1
κ
∣∣∂¯3η˜∣∣
1/2
(∣∣∂¯3v∣∣
1/2
+
∣∣∂¯3η˜∣∣
1/2
∣∣∣A˜κDv∣∣∣
W 1,∞
)
≤ 1
κ
P
(
‖(η, b0 · ∇η, v, η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜)‖24
)
.
(5.32)
While by using the first equation of (5.3), we have∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)b0 · ∇V˜i
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 − ε∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇)3ηi
−
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)
(
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ψi)−
[
∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇
]
vi − b0 · ∇(∂¯2∆∗η˜κ · ∇A˜κvi)
)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 + ε∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗((b0 · ∇)2η)∣∣2
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+ ε
∫
Ω
∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇ηi)
[
∂¯2∆∗, b0 · ∇
]
(b0 · ∇)2ηi −
[
b0 · ∇, ∂¯2∆∗
]
(b0 · ∇ηi)∂¯2∆∗
(
(b0 · ∇)2ηi
)
− P (‖(b0, b0 · ∇η, v, η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, b0 · ∇ψ)‖4)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗(b0 · ∇η)∣∣2 + ε∫
Ω
∣∣∂¯2∆∗((b0 · ∇)2η)∣∣2
− P (‖(b0, η, b0 · ∇η, v, η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, b0 · ∇ψ)‖4)
(
1 + ε
∥∥(b0 · ∇)2η∥∥4) . (5.33)
By estimating the F˜ and R˜ terms as usual, integrating (5.31) in time directly and then using
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, by (5.32) and (5.33), we obtain∥∥∥V˜(t)∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∂¯4(b0 · ∇η)(t)∥∥20 + ε∫ t
0
∥∥∂¯4((b0 · ∇)2η)∥∥20 dτ
≤M0 +
√
TPκ
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t)
)
Pκ
(
‖(η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜, b0 · ∇ψ)‖L∞
T
H4
)
.
(5.34)
Furthermore, by using the fundamental theorem of calculus, we have∥∥∂¯4v(t)∥∥2
0
.
∥∥∥V˜(t)∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∂¯2∆∗η˜κ(t)∥∥20 ∥∥∥A˜κjℓ∂ℓv(t)∥∥∥2L∞
.
∥∥∥V˜(t)∥∥∥2
0
+ t
∫ t
0
∥∥∂¯2∆∗∂tη˜κ∥∥20 dτ ∥∥∥A˜κjℓ∂ℓv(t)∥∥∥2L∞
≤M0 +
√
TPκ
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t)
)
Pκ
(
‖(η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜, b0 · ∇ψ)‖L∞
T
H4
)
.
(5.35)
Step 4: curl and divergence estimates. Applying curlA˜κ to the second equation of (5.3) to
get
∂t
(
curlA˜κ v
)
i
− b0 ·∇
(
curlA˜κ (b0 · ∇η)
)
i
=
([
curlA˜κ , b0 · ∇
]
(b0 · ∇η)
)
i
+ εijℓ∂tA˜κjm∂mvℓ. (5.36)
On the other hand, it follows from the third and first equations that
div v =
∫ t
0
∂tA˜κij dτ∂jvi, (5.37)
∂t
(
divA˜κ(b0 · ∇η)
)− εdivA˜κ ((b0 · ∇)3η) = divA˜κ (b0 · ∇ψ˜)+ [divA˜κ , b0 · ∇] v. (5.38)
Then following the similar arguments in Section 4.2.5 and by the integration by parts as in
(5.33), we may deduce that
‖div v(t)‖23 + ‖curl v(t)‖23 + ‖div (b0 · ∇η) (t)‖23 + ‖curl (b0 · ∇η) (t)‖23
+ ε
∫ t
0
∥∥div ((b0 · ∇)2η)∥∥23 + ∥∥curl ((b0 · ∇)2η)∥∥23 dτ
≤M0 +
√
TP
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t)
)
P
(
‖(η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜, b0 · ∇ψ)‖L∞
T
H4
)
.
(5.39)
Step 5: synthesis. Finally, combining the estimates (5.28), (5.34), (5.35) and (5.39), by using
the normal trace estimates (3.9) and the Hodge-type elliptic estimates (3.8), we obtain
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t) ≤M0 +
√
TPκ
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
Eε(t)
)
Pκ
(
‖(η˜, b0 · ∇η˜, ∂tη˜, ψ, b0 · ∇ψ)‖L∞
T
H4
)
. (5.40)
A continuous argument on (5.40) proves the claim (5.27). 
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5.1.4. Solvability of (5.1). The existence of a unique solution to the linearized κ-approximate
problem (5.1) is recorded in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the initial data v0 ∈ H4(Ω) with div v0 = 0 and that b0 ∈ H4(Ω)
satisfies (1.19). Then there exists a Tκ > 0 and a unique solution (v, q, η) to (5.1) on [0, Tκ]
that satisfy
‖v(t)‖24 + ‖η(t)‖24 + ‖b0 · ∇η(t)‖24 ≤ 2M0. (5.41)
Proof. The uniform estimates (5.27) allows us to pass to the limit as ε→ 0 in (5.3) to produce
a solution to (5.1), while the uniqueness follows by the exactly same arguments. 
5.2. Iteration scheme. In order to produce the solution to the nonlinear κ-approximate
problem (4.1), we will pass to the limit as n → ∞ in a sequence of approximate solutions
{v(n), q(n)), (η(n)}∞n=0, which will be constructed in the following via the linearization iteration
by using the linearized κ-approximate problem (5.1).
In the following construction of {(v(n), q(n), η(n))}∞n=0, we denote Aκ(n) = A(ηκ(n)) with
ηκ(n) determined by the η(n) through (4.2) and ψκ(n) = ψκ(v(n), η(n), ηκ(n)) determined by
the η(n), v(n) through (4.3). We set (v(0), q(0), η(0)) = (v(1), q(1), η(1)) = (0, 0, Id), and hence
Aκ(0) = Aκ(1) = I and ψκ(0) = ψκ(1) = 0. Note that ∂tη(1) = v(1) + ψκ(0). Now sup-
pose that (v(n), q(n), η(n)), n ≥ 1, and hence ψκ(n) are given such that v(n), η(n), b0 · ∇η(n),
∂tη
(n) = v(n) + ψκ(n−1), ψκ(n), b0 · ∇ψκ(n) ∈ L∞(0, T ;H4(Ω)), η(n) |t=0= Id and that∣∣∣Jκ(n)(t)− 1∣∣∣ ≤ 1
8
and
∣∣∣Aκ(n)ij (t)− δij∣∣∣ ≤ 18 in Ω. (5.42)
Then by Theorem 5.4, we can construct (v(n+1), q(n+1), η(n+1)) as the solution to (5.1) with
η˜ = η(n) and ψ = ψκ(n). That is,
∂tη
(n+1) = v(n+1) + ψκ(n) in Ω,
∂tv
(n+1) +∇Aκ(n)q(n+1) = (b0 · ∇)2η(n+1) in Ω,
divAκ(n) v
(n+1) = 0 in Ω,
q(n+1) = 0 on Γ,
(η(n+1), v(n+1)) |t=0= (Id, v0).
(5.43)
We define a higher order energy functional
E(n)(t) :=
∥∥∥v(n)(t)∥∥∥2
4
+
∥∥∥η(n)(t)∥∥∥2
4
+
∥∥∥b0 · ∇η(n)(t)∥∥∥2
4
. (5.44)
We claim that by taking Tκ sufficiently small (only depends on M0 and κ > 0), it holds that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E(n)(t) ≤ 2M0. (5.45)
We shall prove the claim (5.45) by the induction. First it holds for n = 0, 1. Now suppose that
it holds for n ≤ m for m ≥ 1, then we prove that it holds for n = m + 1. First, it holds from
the induction assumption and the estimates (4.8)–(4.12) that∥∥∥(∂tη(m), ψκ(m), b0 · ∇ψκ(m))∥∥∥
L∞
T
H4
≤ P (M0) . (5.46)
Then from the estimates (5.40), we obtain
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E(m+1)(t) ≤M0 +
√
TPκ
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E(m+1)(t)
)
Pκ (M0) . (5.47)
Taking Tκ sufficiently small (only depends on M0 and κ > 0), we conclude the claim (5.45).
Now we will prove that the sequence {(v(n), q(n), η(n))}∞n=0 converges in certain strong norm.
Let n ≥ 3 and denote the differences:
v¯(n) = v(n+1) − v(n), q¯(n) = q(n+1) − q(n), η¯(n) = η(n+1) − η(n). (5.48)
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Also, we denote
A¯κ(n) = Aκ(n) −Aκ(n−1), ψ¯κ(n) = ψκ(n) − ψκ(n−1). (5.49)
We find that 
∂tη¯
(n) = v¯(n) + ψ¯κ(n) in Ω
∂tv¯
(n)
i +Aκ(n)ij ∂j q¯(n) = (b0 · ∇)2η¯(n)i − A¯κ(n)ij ∂jq(n) in Ω,
Aκ(n)ij ∂j v¯(n)i = −A¯κ(n)ij ∂jv(n)i in Ω,
q¯(n) = 0 on Γ,
(η¯(n), v¯(n))|t=0 = (0, 0).
(5.50)
We will now estimate the differences in H3 norm. We will use a similar strategy which was
used in Sections 4.2 and 5.1.3, and again we divide our estimates into several steps.
Step 1: preliminary estimates of A¯κ(n) and ψ¯κ(n). First, note that
A¯κ(n)ij (t) =
∫ t
0
∂t
(
Aκ(n)ij −Aκ(n−1)ij
)
dτ (5.51)
=
∫ t
0
(
A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂t∂ℓηκ(n)m Aκ(n)mj +Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂t∂ℓη¯κ(n−1)m Aκ(n)mj +Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂t∂ℓηκ(n−1)m A¯κ(n)mj
)
.
Hence, we have, by the first equation of (5.50),∥∥∥A¯κ(n)ij (t)∥∥∥2
2
≤ P (M0)T 2
(∥∥∥A¯κ(n)ij ∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
+
∥∥∥∂tη¯κ(n−1)∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
)
≤ P (M0)T 2
(∥∥∥A¯κ(n)ij ∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
+
∥∥∥(v¯(n−1), ψ¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
)
.
(5.52)
On the other hand, note that
−∆ψ¯κ(n) = 0 in Ω, (5.53)
and
ψ¯κ(n) = ∆−1∗ P
(
∆∗η¯
(n−1)
j Aκ(n)jα ∂αΛ2κv(n) +∆∗η(n−1)j A¯κ(n)jα ∂αΛ2κv(n)
+∆∗η
(n−1)
j Aκ(n−1)jα ∂αΛ2κv¯(n−1) −∆∗Λ2κη¯(n−1)j Aκ(n)jα ∂αv(n)
−∆∗Λ2κη(n−1)j A¯κ(n)jα ∂αv(n) −∆∗Λ2κη(n−1)j Aκ(n−1)jα ∂αv¯(n−1)
)
on Γ.
(5.54)
Thus, by the elliptic estimates, we have∥∥∥ψ¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
3
.
∣∣∣ψ¯κ(n)∣∣∣2
5/2
≤ P (M0)
(∥∥∥η¯(n−1)∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥v¯(n−1)∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
1
)
. (5.55)
Consequently, combining (5.52) and (5.55), we get∥∥∥A¯κ(n)(t)∥∥∥2
2
≤ P (M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
+
∥∥∥(v¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
)
.
(5.56)
Step 2: estimates of η¯(n). By the first equation of (5.50) and the estimate (5.55), we have∥∥∥η¯(n)(t)∥∥∥2
3
≤ T 2
∥∥∥(v¯(n), ψ¯κ(n))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
≤ P (M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
)
.
(5.57)
Step 3: estimates of q¯(n). Applying Jκ(n)Aκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓ to the second equation of (5.50), we have
∂ℓ(J
κ(n)Aκ(n)iℓ Aκ(n)ij ∂j q¯(n)) =Jκ(n)∂tAκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓv¯(n)i − Jκ(n)∂t
(
A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂ℓv(n)i
)
− Jκ(n)Aκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓ
(
A¯κ(n)ij ∂jq(n)
)
+Aκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓ
(
(b0 · ∇)2η¯(n)i
)
.
(5.58)
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By the similar arguments in Section 4.2.3, we obtain∥∥∥q¯(n)∥∥∥2
3
≤ P (M0)
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
2
)
. (5.59)
Step 4: tangential energy estimates. We will not use (5.50) to estimate the tangential deriva-
tives of the differences. We shall again use Alinac’s good unknowns:
V(n+1) = ∂¯3v(n+1) − ∂¯3ηκ(n)m Aκ(n)mj ∂jv(n+1), Q(n+1) = ∂¯3q(n+1) − ∂¯3ηκ(n)m Aκ(n)mj ∂jq(n+1). (5.60)
We denote V¯(n) = V(n+1) − V(n), Q¯(n) = Q(n+1) −Q(n), then we have that
∂tV¯(n)i +Aκ(n)ij ∂jQ¯(n) − (b0 · ∇)∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n)i ) = −A¯κ(n)ij ∂jQ(n) + f (n) (5.61)
and
Aκ(n)ij ∂j V¯(n)i = −A¯κ(n)ij ∂jV(n)i + g(n), (5.62)
where
f (n) =∂t
(
∂¯3η¯κ(n−1)m Aκ(n)mj ∂jv(n+1)i + ∂¯3ηκ(n−1)m A¯κ(n)mj ∂jv(n+1)i + ∂¯3ηκ(n−1)m Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j v¯(n)i
)
+ A¯κ(n)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓq(n+1)
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m +Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂ℓq(n+1)
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m
+Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂ℓq¯(n)
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m +Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂ℓq(n)
)
∂¯3η¯κ(n−1)m
−
[
∂¯2, A¯κ(n)mj Aκ(n)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n)
m ∂jq
(n+1) −
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n)
m ∂jq
(n+1)
−
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη¯
κ(n−1)
m ∂jq
(n+1) −
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n−1)
m ∂j q¯
(n)
−
[
∂¯3, A¯κ(n)ij , ∂j
]
q(n+1) −
[
∂¯3,Aκ(n−1)ij , ∂j
]
q¯(n) +
[
∂¯3, b0 · ∇
]
b0 · ∇η¯(n)i
and
g(n) =−
[
∂¯2, A¯κ(n)mj Aκ(n)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n)
m ∂jv
(n+1)
i −
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n)
m ∂jv
(n+1)
i
−
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη¯
κ(n−1)
m ∂jv
(n+1)
i −
[
∂¯2,Aκ(n−1)mj Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂¯
]
∂ℓη
κ(n−1)
m ∂j v¯
(n)
i
−
[
∂¯3, A¯κ(n)ij , ∂j
]
v
(n+1)
i −
[
∂¯3,Aκ(n−1)ij , ∂j
]
v¯
(n)
i + A¯κ(n)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n)iℓ ∂ℓv(n+1)i
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m
+Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂ℓv(n+1)i
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m +Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂ℓv¯(n)i
)
∂¯3ηκ(n)m
+Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j
(
Aκ(n−1)iℓ ∂ℓv(n)i
)
∂¯3η¯κ(n−1)m .
Then we find
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∣V¯(n)∣∣∣2 + ∫
Ω
∇Aκ(n)Q¯(n) · V¯(n) +
∫
Ω
∂¯3
(
b0 · ∇η¯(n)i
)
b0 · ∇V¯(n)i
=
∫
Ω
(
f (n) − A¯κ(n)ij ∂jQ(n)
)
· V¯(n).
(5.63)
We estimate in an elementary way as usual to deduce that∫
Ω
(
f (n) − A¯κ(n)ij ∂jQ(n)
)
· V¯(n) (5.64)
≤ P (M0)
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
2
)
.
By the integration by parts and since q¯(n) = q(n) = 0 on Γ, using (3.13) and the estimate (5.59),
we obtain∫
Ω
∇Aκ(n)Q¯(n) · V¯(n) =
∫
Γ
Q¯(n)Aκ(n)iℓ NℓV¯(n)i −
∫
Ω
Q¯(n)∇Aκ(n) · V¯(n) −
∫
Ω
∂ℓ(Aκ(n)iℓ )Q¯(n)V¯(n)i
= −
∫
Γ
∂3q¯
(n)∂¯3(Λ2κη
(n)
j )Aκ(n)j3 Aκ(n)iℓ NℓV¯(n)i
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−
∫
Γ
∂3q
(n)
(
∂¯3(Λ2κη¯
(n−1)
j )Aκ(n)j3 + ∂¯3(Λ2κη(n−1)j )A¯κ(n)j3
)
Aκ(n)iℓ NℓV¯(n)i
+
∫
Ω
(
Q¯(n)A¯κ(n)iℓ ∂ℓV
(n)
i − Q¯(n)g(n) − ∂ℓ(Aκ(n)iℓ )Q¯(n)V¯
(n)
i
)
≤ P (M0)
(
1
κ
∣∣∣∂¯2η¯(n−1)∣∣∣
1/2
∣∣∣V¯(n)∣∣∣
−1/2
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)∥∥∥
2
∣∣∣V¯(n)∣∣∣
−1/2
+
∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
2
)
≤ Pκ(M0)
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
2
)
.
(5.65)
By using the first equation of (5.50), we have∫
Ω
∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n)i )b0 · ∇V¯(n)i
=
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∣∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n))∣∣∣2 − ∫
Ω
∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n)i )∂¯3(b0 · ∇ψ¯κ(n)i )
+
∫
Ω
∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n)i )
(
[∂¯3, b0 · ∇]v¯(n)i + b0 · ∇
(
∂¯3η¯κ(n−1)m Aκ(n)mj ∂jv(n+1)i
))
+
∫
Ω
∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n)i )b0 · ∇
(
∂¯3ηκ(n−1)m A¯κ(n)mj ∂jv(n+1)i + ∂¯3ηκ(n−1)m Aκ(n−1)mj ∂j v¯(n)i
)
≥ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
∣∣∣∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n))∣∣∣2
− P (M0)
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
2
)
.
(5.66)
Here we have used the estimates∥∥∥b0 · ∇ψ¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
3
≤ P (M0)
(∥∥∥(v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1))∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
2
)
. (5.67)
Hence, integrating (5.63) in time directly and then using the estimates (5.64)–(5.66), we obtain∥∥∥V¯(n)(t)∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∥∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n))(t)∥∥∥2
0
≤ Pκ(M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
(5.68)
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
)
.
By the definition of V¯(n), we have∥∥∥∂¯3v¯(n)(t)∥∥∥2
0
+
∥∥∥∂¯3(b0 · ∇η¯(n))(t)∥∥∥2
0
≤ Pκ(M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
(5.69)
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
)
.
Step 5: curl and divergence estimates. It follows from (5.50) that
divAκ(n) v¯
(n) = −A¯κ(n)ij ∂jv(n)i , (5.70)
∂t
(
divAκ(n) b0 · ∇η¯(n)
)
= h(n), (5.71)
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∂t
(
curlAκ(n) v¯
(n)
)
− b0 · ∇
(
curlAκ(n)
(
b0 · ∇η¯(n)
))
= φ(n), (5.72)
where
h(n) =∂tAκ(n)ij ∂j
(
b0 · ∇η¯(n)i
)
+ [divAκ(n) , b0 · ∇] v¯(n) + divAκ(n) b0 · ∇ψ¯κ(n)
− b0 · ∇
(
A¯κ(n)ij ∂jv(n)i
)
,
φ
(n)
i =
(
[curlAκ(n) , b0 · ∇] (b0 · ∇η¯(n))
)
i
+ εijℓ∂tAκ(n)jm ∂mv¯(n)ℓ − εijℓA¯
κ(n)
jm ∂t∂mv
(n)
ℓ
+ b0 · ∇
(
εijℓA¯κ(n)jm ∂m
(
b0 · ∇η(n)ℓ
))
+ εijℓ
[
A¯κ(n)jm ∂m, b0 · ∇
]
b0 · ∇η(n)ℓ .
Then following a similar argument in Section 4.2.5, we can obtain∥∥∥(div v¯(n), curl v¯(n),div(b0 · ∇η¯(n)), curl(b0 · ∇η¯(n))) (t)∥∥∥2
2
≤ Pκ(M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
(5.73)
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
)
.
Step 6: synthesis. Finally, summing up the estimates (5.56), (5.57), (5.59), (5.69), and (5.73),
by using the trace estimates (3.9) and Hodge-type elliptic estimates (3.8), we obtain∥∥∥(v¯(n), η¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n)) (t)∥∥∥2
3
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)(t)∥∥∥2
2
≤ Pκ(M0)T 2
(∥∥∥(v¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n), v¯(n−1), η¯(n−1), b0 · ∇η¯(n−1), v¯(n−2), η¯(n−2))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
+
∥∥∥(A¯κ(n), A¯κ(n−1))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
)
.
(5.74)
We denote
Ψ(n) :=
∥∥∥(v¯(n), η¯(n), b0 · ∇η¯(n))∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H3
+
∥∥∥A¯κ(n)∥∥∥2
L∞
T
H2
. (5.75)
Then by taking T sufficiently small (only depends on M0 and κ > 0), we have
Ψ(n) ≤ 1
8
(
Ψ(n−1) +Ψ(n−2)
)
. (5.76)
This implies Ψ(n) ≤ Pκ(M0)2−n, which yields the convergence of the sequence {(v(n), q(n), η(n))}
to a limit (v, q, η) in the norm of (5.75) as n→∞.
5.3. Solvability of the nonlinear κ-approximate problem. We now record the existence
of a unique solution to (4.1).
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that the initial data v0 ∈ H4(Ω) with div v0 = 0 and that b0 ∈ H4(Ω)
satisfies (1.19). Then there exists a Tκ > 0 and a unique solution (v, q, η) to (5.5) on [0, Tκ]
that satisfy
‖v(t)‖24 + ‖η(t)‖24 + ‖b0 · ∇η(t)‖24 ≤ 2M0. (5.77)
Proof. The strong convergence of {(v(n), q(n), η(n))} is more than sufficient to pass to the limit
as n→ 0 in (5.43) to produce a solution to (4.1). The estimate (5.77) follows from (5.45), while
the uniqueness follows by the exactly same arguments as that of showing the convergence. 
6. Local well-posedness of (1.18)
In this section, we shall now present the
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. For each κ > 0, we recover the dependence of the solutions to the κ-
approximate problem (4.1) on κ as (v(κ), q(κ), η(κ)), which were constructed in Theorem 5.5.
The κ-independent estimates (4.7) imply that (v(κ), q(κ), η(κ)) is indeed a solution of (4.1) on
the time interval [0, T1] and yield a strong convergence of (v(κ), q(κ), η(κ)) to a limit (v, q, η),
up to extraction of a subsequence, which is more than sufficient for us to pass to the limit as
κ → 0 in (4.1) for each t ∈ [0, T1]. We then find that (v, q, η) is a strong solution to (1.18) on
[0, T1] and satisfies the estimates (2.7). This shows the existence of solutions to (1.18).
For the uniqueness, we suppose that (vi, qi, ηi), i = 1, 2, are two solutions to (1.18) which
satisfy the estimates (2.7). We denote v¯ = v1 − v2, q¯ = q1 − q2, η¯ = η1 − η2, and A¯ = A2 −A1,
where Ai = A(ηi), i = 1, 2. Then we find that
∂tη¯ = v¯ in Ω,
∂tv¯i +A1ij∂j q¯ − (b0 · ∇)2η¯i = A¯ij∂jq2 in Ω,
A1ij∂j v¯i = A¯ij∂jv2i in Ω,
q¯ = 0 on Γ,
(η¯, v¯)|t=0 = (0, 0).
(6.1)
To estimate the differences, we define the energy functional
E˜(t) = ‖η¯‖22 + ‖v¯‖22 + ‖b0 · ∇η¯‖22 +
∣∣∂¯2η¯iA1i3∣∣20 . (6.2)
Note that (6.1) is comparable to (5.50), and so our estimates will be mostly similar to that for
(5.50) except when treating the estimates corresponding to (5.65) in tangential energy estimates
since it involves the use of (3.13) to avoid the loss of derivatives. The real difference is the
treatment of the term ∫
Γ
Q¯A1iℓNℓV¯i, (6.3)
where we have defined the good unknows
V i = ∂¯2vi − ∂¯2ηimAimj∂jvi, Qi = ∂¯2qi − ∂¯2ηimAimj∂jqi, i = 1, 2, (6.4)
and denoted
V¯ = V1 − V2 = ∂¯2v¯ − ∂¯2η¯mA1mj∂jv1 + ∂¯2η2mA¯mj∂jv1 − ∂¯2η2mA2mj∂j v¯,
Q¯ = Q1 −Q2 = ∂¯2q¯ − ∂¯2η¯mA1mj∂jq1 + ∂¯2η2mA¯mj∂jq1 − ∂¯2η2mA2mj∂j q¯.
(6.5)
We shall need to use the geometric transport-type structure to deal with the boundary integral
(6.3). Indeed, we have∫
Γ
Q¯A1iℓNℓV¯i = −
∫
Γ
∂3q¯∂¯
2η2jA2j3A2iℓNℓV¯i −
∫
Γ
∂3q
1
(
∂¯2η¯jA1j3 + ∂¯2η2j A¯j3
)A1iℓNℓV¯i
≤ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q1 ·N)|A1i3∂¯2η¯i| −
∫
Γ
∂3q
1A1n3∂¯2η¯n
(
∂¯2η2mA¯mj∂jv1i − ∂¯2η2mA2mj∂j v¯i
)A1iℓNℓ
−
∫
Γ
∂3q
1
(
∂¯2η¯jA1j3 + ∂¯2η2j A¯j3
)A1iℓNℓV¯i
≤ 1
2
d
dt
∫
Γ
(−∇q1 ·N)|A1i3∂¯2η¯i|+ P (M0)
(
‖(v¯, η¯)‖22 +
∣∣A1i3∂¯2η¯i∣∣2) . (6.6)
By using the Taylor sign condition we can then finish the tangential energy estimate. This
together with the other estimates that follows in a similar way as those of (5.50) in Section 5.2
yields the estimates of the following type:
E˜(t) ≤ P (M0)T
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E˜(t)
)
. (6.7)
Then by taking T0 sufficiently small (only depends on M0), we have that E˜(t) = 0 for t ∈ [0, T0],
which implies the uniqueness. 
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